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Option C Energy

24.1 Energy sources
Essential idea: Societies are completely dependent on energy resources. The
quantity of energy is conserved in any conversion but the quality is degraded.

Energy sources
n
n

n

A useful energy source releases energy at a reasonable rate and produces
minimal pollution.
The quality of energy is degraded as heat is transferred to the surroundings.
Energy and materials go from a concentrated into a dispersed form. The
quantity of the energy available for doing work decreases.
Renewable energy sources are naturally replenished. Non-renewable energy
sources are finite.

Energy density =

energy released from the fuel
volume of fuel combusted

Specific energy =

heat energy released from fuel
mass of fuel consumed
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Introduction
Energy is the ability to do work. In thermodynamics the most common form of
work is expansion work, the work due to the change in volume of a gas. This
occurs in power stations that use expanding steam to drive turbines.
The global society depends on various renewable and non-renewable energy
sources. Energy is transferred from sunlight (solar energy), moving water
(tides), moving air (wind), fuels (biomass and fossil fuels) and nuclear ‘fuel’ and
converted to a more useful form: heat or electricity (from photovoltaics or power
stations).
A primary energy source refers to a source which occurs naturally and has not
been processed. When a primary source is converted into another, more useful
resource it is then a secondary energy source.
For example, crude oil (petroleum) refined into petrol, processing uranium into
plutonium, or the generation of electricity. The original source of most of the
energy consumed on the Earth is the Sun.
However, no energy transfer is 100% efficient and with each conversion the quality
is degraded as some of the available energy is dispersed (spread out) – increasing the
entropy of the surroundings – or converted to thermal energy (heat).
NATURE OF SCIENCE
Converting energy from one form to another is due to potential and kinetic
changes at the molecular, atomic, electronic or nuclear level. Exothermic
reactions, such as combustion, and exothermic changes of state, such as
condensation, release thermal energy which can increase the kinetic energy of
the surrounding molecules. The usefulness of the energy decreases as it is more
dispersed.
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Thermodynamics is the study of the transfer of heat between a chemical system
and its surroundings when a chemical reaction or change of state takes place
within the system. Thermodynamics is based on two fundamental laws.
The first law states that energy cannot be created or destroyed, only changed from
one form to another. Another expression is that the energy of an isolated system
remains constant. The second law of thermodynamics states that the entropy of
the universe is increasing. Another expression of this law is that it is not possible
for heat energy to flow spontaneously from a cold object to a hot object.

Quality of energy
The available energy is the energy that can be used to do work. A good example
of a thermodynamic system is gas confined by a piston in a cylinder. If the gas is
heated, it will expand, doing work on the piston.
For example, water has a relatively large specific heat capacity, so a large body
of water contains a large amount of heat. The major problem in getting some
of this heat from a body of water in order to do work is that usually there is a
small temperature difference between the upper part of the body of water and
the atmosphere. The quality of this heat is low. However, if you take some of this
water and put it into a boiler, converting it to steam, you have made a high-quality
source of energy.
Hence, in many cyclical processes designed to convert thermal energy to do work,
some energy is degraded, that is, it is no longer available to do useful work, so the
quality of the energy has decreased. The steam engine, in very basic terms, is a
heat engine and flow of heat from one region to another produces useful work.
Carnot proposed the heat engine concept (Figure 24.1).
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Figure 24.1 Carnot’s heat engine.
The thermal energy flows (Q H, QC)
from the hot body (TH) to the cold
body (TC) via the working body
(the circle). This working body does
useful work (W) on the surroundings

Availability
In many parts of the world, availability of fuel is the most important factor.
About half the world’s population (3 billion people) burns solid fuels (usually very
inefficiently) that are easily obtainable locally: wood, coal, charcoal, crop waste,
dried dung, all examples of biomass, or coal.
In developed countries, natural gas (mainly methane), liquid hydrocarbons and
electricity are common, but these energy sources require more infrastructure
to bring them to the population. Liquefied natural gas (e.g. propane or butane)
can be piped into homes, or provided in portable pressurized bottles for cooking.
Liquid hydrocarbons (petrol and diesel) are provided at filling stations by the
roadside for easy filling of motor vehicle fuel tanks.
Electricity is provided by a power grid, which typically extends across the entire
country via overhead or underground cables. However, the electricity not a source
of energy in itself – it must be generated.

Energy sources
Crude oil (petroleum) is the source of the majority of chemical fuels used in
power stations (to generate electricity) and vehicles. Fuels derived from crude
oil (petroleum) include: petrol (gasoline), paraffin (kerosene) and diesel fuel,
which are all hydrocarbon mixtures. Other chemical fuels include alcohols and
hydrogen gas.
These fuels, natural gas (mainly methane) and coal (mainly carbon) are all fossil
fuels and contain stored chemical energy from photosynthesis. These are all
non-renewable energy resources since the formation of fossil fuels from plant and
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animal remains takes hundreds of millions of years. Energy from nuclear fission is
also non-renewable since it relies upon a limited supply of fissionable uranium.
Renewable energy sources include hydroelectric, wind, geothermal, tidal, solar and
wave power as well as biofuels (such as ethanol produced by fermentation) and
photovoltaics, the conversion of solar (light) energy to electrical energy.
All of these energy sources can be used to generate electricity via the boiling of
water to form steam and use of turbines and a generator (dynamo). None of these
processes are 100% efficient, energy is transferred to the surroundings as heat
and heat is also generated (because of electrical resistance) when electricity is
transmitted via power lines.

Choice of fuel
The choice of fuel depends on a number of factors: economic factors, such as
abundance and cost of extraction, ease and cost of transport and a range of
chemical and physical properties.
Important properties include:
n

n

Enthalpy of combustion, the amount of heat released when one mole of the
fuel undergoes complete combustion. In real-life applications it is more useful
to consider the energy that can be provided by the combustion of a certain
volume or mass of the fuel, as this will influence the ease of transporting the
fuel (Figure 24.2).
Energy density =

energy released from the fuel
volume of fuel combusted

Specific energy =

heat energy released from fuel
mass of fuel consumed

Energy density is defined as the energy released from a fuel per unit of volume
consumed (combusted). An energy density is usually quoted in megajoules per
cubic metre, MJ m−3.
Energy density =

n

Figure 24.2 Layout of a modern
airliner’s main fuel tanks; specific
energy of Jet-A1 fuel is 43.15 MJ kg−1;
energy density is 34.7 MJ dm−3

energy released from fuel
volume of fuel consumed

A higher energy density means more thermal energy (heat) is released per
volume of fuel consumed and a smaller fuel tank is required. A lower energy
density means a larger fuel tank. Thus the energy density in MJ m−3 is a very
useful concept for identifying the space or volume requirements for the storage
of a liquid fuel.
Specific energy is defined as the energy released from a fuel per unit mass of
fuel combusted (consumed), often quoted as megajoules per kilogram, MJ kg−1:
Specific energy =

energy released from fuel
mass of fuel consumed

A higher specific energy means more thermal energy (heat) is released per
kilogram of fuel combusted (consumed) and a smaller mass of fuel is required,
and hence less fuel has to be carried.
A lower specific energy means more fuel has to be carried. Hence the
specific energy in megajoules per cubic kilogram, MJ kg−3, is a very useful
concept for identifying the mass of fuel that has to be carried. It is also an
indication of how much fuel has to be transported which requires fuel and
thus decreases its overall efficiency.
Expert tip
One issue with problems dealing with solving problems on energy density and
specific energy are unit conversions. Recall that 1 litre is one cubic decimetre;
1000 cm3 = 1 dm3. In addition, 1 kg = 1000 g and 1 m3 = (10 dm 3 10 dm 3
10 dm) = 1000 dm3, hence 1 g dm−3 = 1 kg m−3. 1 m3 = 106 cm3.
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■ QUICK CHECK QUESTIONS
1

Calculate the specific energy and energy density of undecane, C11H24. It has
a density of 0.740 g cm−3 and its enthalpy of combustion is −7434 kJ mol−1.
The molar mass of undecane is 156.31 g mol−1.

2

Propan-1-ol is a solvent which may be used as a fuel. It has a density of
0.803 g cm−3 and its enthalpy of combustion is −2.02106 MJ mol−1. It is
produced by the hydration of propene, but trace amounts are formed
during fermentation.
a Calculate the energy density and specific energy for propan-1-ol. The
molar mass of propan-1-ol is 60.11 g mol−1.
b Write a balanced equation for the complete combustion of propan-1-ol.
State the amount (in mol) of carbon dioxide produced per mole of
propan-1-ol combusted.

3

Explain why the production of ethanol by fermentation is regarded as being
‘green’ or environmentally friendly.

Table 24.1 shows energy data for a range of alcohols.
Table 24.1 Values of energy density and specific energy for alcohols

Alcohol

Molar
mass/g mol−1

Molar
mass/
kg mol−1

Enthalpy of
combustion/
kJ mol−1

Enthalpy of
combustion/
MJ mol−1

726

0.726

0.03205

Density/
g cm−3 or
kg dm−3
0.792

Molar
volume/
dm3

Energy
density/
MJ dm−3

Specific
energy/
MJ kg−1

0.0405

17.9

22.7

CH3OH

32.05

C2H5OH

46.1

0.0461

1367

1.367

0.789

0.0584

23.4

29.7

C3H7OH

60.1

0.0601

2021

2.021

0.803

0.0748

27.0

33.6

C4H9OH

74.1

0.0741

2676

2.676

0.81

0.0915

29.3

36.1

Note that, as the enthalpy of combustion increases with molar mass in Table 24.1,
so does the specific energy. Also, since an increase in density decreases the volume
of liquid (density = mass/volume) and volume appears in the denominator in the
energy density equation, then an increase in density produces a higher specific
energy for the fuel (if all other factors are constant).
Table 24.2 Energy density and specific energy of hydrogen gas, natural gas (methane), propane and butane
Gaseous
fuel
H2

Molar
mass/
g mol−1

Enthalpy of Enthalpy of
Molar
Molar mass/ combustion/ combustion/ Density/g cm−3 volume (at
kJ mol−1
MJ mol−1
STP)/dm3
kg mol−1
or kg dm−3

2.02

0.00202

286

0.286

0.0902

22.7

Energy
density/
MJ dm−3
0.0128

Specific
energy/
MJ kg−1
141.6

CH4

16.05

0.01605

891

0.891

0.717

22.7

0.0398

55.5

C 3H 8

44.10

0.0441

2219

2.219

1.968

22.7

0.0990

50.3

C 4H10

58.14

0.05814

2878

2.878

2.596

22.7

0.1285

49.5

Consider the energy density and specific energy of gaseous fuels such as hydrogen
gas, natural gas (methane) and propane (Table 24.2). The calculation of energy
density is more relevant in these cases since the gases occupy much larger volumes
compared with liquid fuels, even when the gases are compressed.
Hence hydrogen gas has a high specific energy per mass compared with
hydrocarbons and alcohols. However, the energy density comparison per volume is
quite low, suggesting that much larger volumes of gas would be required for similar
energy densities.
Even though 1 kg of hydrogen gas contains approximately 2.55 times the energy
of methane (141.6 5 MJ kg−1 compared to 55.5 MJ kg−1) and even more compared
with fossil fuels, it is inefficient in terms of its production and use, not to mention
issues with its delivery and use of larger, heavier tank storage, relative to the same
amount of energy for use in automobiles (cars) or fuel cells.
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A comparison of energy density and specific energy values for an alcohol and a
hydrocarbon of similar molar masses show that the hydrocarbon has higher values
(Table 24.3). This is due to the partial oxidation state of the alcohol compared to
the hydrocarbon.
Table 24.3 Energy density of ethanol, gasohol and gasoline (petrol)
Fuel

Energy density/MJ dm−3

Specific energy/MJ kg−1

Ethanol

23.4

29.7

Gasohol

28

43

Petrol

Approximately 35

Approximately 47

Gasohol is a mixture of 10% ethanol and 90% petrol by mass. Gasohol is widely
used in cars as fuel in South American countries with limited crude oil supplies.
The alcohol is made by fermentation (see Section 24.4).

Efficiency
The efficiency of an energy transfer is defined as the useful output of energy
divided by the total input of energy quoted as a percentage.
Efficiency =

output energy
3 100
(useful
total input energy )

A higher percentage efficiency of an energy transfer means more useful output of
energy is available from the total energy input.
The concept of efficiency can also be displayed graphically by means of a Sankey
diagram (Figure 24.3). Consider the example of an incandescent light bulb
in which a large proportion of the electrical energy is wasted as heat energy
to the surroundings instead of light energy. Efficiency = (10 J / 100 J) 3 100
= 10% efficiency.

electrical energy
100 J

light energy
10 J

heat energy
90 J

Figure 24.3 Sankey diagram for an
incandescent light bulb

In the last 60 years, the efficiency of solar or photovoltaic cells (see Section 24.8)
has been increased from about 2% to 45%. Photovoltaic cells convert light energy
(solar energy) into electrical energy.
Electricity is generated in the same way in power plants including a nuclear power
plant. Heat is used to boil water and convert it into steam; this turns turbines,
which generates electricity using a generator (dynamo). The energy losses are
approximately 65% in each case; only 35% of the chemical (potential) energy
present in the fuel is converted to electrical energy. The energy efficiency of
various devices and applications is given in Table 24.4.
Table 24.4 Energy transfers and efficiencies of various devices and processes
Device

Energy transfer

Efficiency

Electric heater

Electrical → thermal

nearly 100%

Battery

Chemical → electrical

90%

Hydroelectric

Kinetic → electrical

90%

Home gas furnace (boiler)

Chemical → thermal

85%

Home oil furnace (boiler)

Chemical → thermal

65%

Nuclear reactor (fission; boiling water)

Nuclear → thermal

32%

Home coal furnace (boiler)

Chemical → thermal

55%

Wind power

Kinetic → electrical

26%

Geothermal power

Thermal → electrical

16%

Photovoltaic cell

Light (solar energy) → electrical

15%

Incandescent light bulb

Electrical → light

5%

Photosynthesis (in a leaf)

Light (solar energy) → chemical

1%
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Discussion of advantages and
disadvantages of energy sources
The advantages and disadvantages of several different energy sources are
summarized and discussed in Table 24.5.
Table 24.5 Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of energy sources
Source
Coal

Where does it
come from?

Renewable or
non-renewable?

Advantages

Disadvantages

Fossilized plants found in
seams between layers of
rock in the Earth.

Non-renewable

Cheap to extract.

Releases carbon dioxide when
burned – a greenhouse gas.

High specific energy.
Large infrastructure already exists
for transport and burning.

Mostly made up of carbon
with some inorganic
impurities such as sulfur.

Coal reserves will last much longer
than crude oil reserves.

Mined by drilling shafts into
the Earth.
Oil

Fossilized animal remains in Non-renewable
liquid form, found soaked
into layers of porous rock in
the Earth. A layer of nonpermeable rock above the
oil reservoir prevents it from
escaping.
Pipes are sunk into the
Earth to release the oil and
it is pumped to the surface.

Natural gas

Usually associated with
crude oil. Natural gas
consists of lighter molecules
(mostly methane, CH4)
which are gaseous at
surface pressure and
temperature.

Uranium is mined and
refined.

High specific energy.
Large infrastructure already exists
for transport and burning.
Different crude oil fractions have
various physical properties making
them suitable for many different
fuel applications.

Non-renewable

Cheap to extract.
High specific energy.
Energy is easily released – simply
burn it.

Solar

Releases carbon dioxide when
burned – a greenhouse gas.
Will run out quite soon.

Can be piped directly into homes.

Non-renewable

Uranium is cheap to mine.
Enormous specific energy.
Fission process itself generates
no carbon dioxide or other
greenhouse gases.

Uranium reserves are finite,
although some reactor types can
regenerate nuclear fuel.
Nuclear waste is highly
radioactive, long-lasting, and
difficult to dispose of safely.
Danger of weapons
proliferation.

Heat used to generate steam
which can then generate
electricity via turbines.
Wind turns turbines that
generate electricity.

Will run out quite soon –
conventional reserves may have
already peaked.

Large infrastructure already exists
for transport and burning.

Nuclear ‘chain reaction’
involving fission of uranium
nuclei generates large
amounts of heat.

Wind

Releases carbon dioxide when
burned – a greenhouse gas.

Also a chemical feedstock
for plastics industry and
pharmaceutical industry.

Pipes are sunk into the
Earth to release the oil and
it is pumped to the surface.
Nuclear

Cheap to extract.

Sulfur impurities release sulfur
dioxide when burned, which
leads to acid rain – power
station emissions must be
scrubbed to remove this.

Renewable

Sunlight falls on a solar panel Renewable
which captures its energy and
converts it into electricity.

In order to produce a useful
amount of electricity large
numbers of turbines are placed
together in a ‘wind farm’.

Some people object to wind farms
on the grounds that the noise and
appearance spoil the landscape.
The wind does not always blow
– wind farms are more effective
in some regions than others.

In theory, solar power could offer
Currently, solar panels are
infinite supplies of energy, especially inefficient and too costly to be
in very hot, sunny countries.
adopted widely.
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Where does it
come from?

Renewable or
non-renewable?

Energy from water moving
back and forth is captured
by underwater turbines and
used to generate electricity
(Figure 24.4).

Renewable

Hydroelectric Flow of water from high
power (HEP) ground towards oceans is
used to generate electricity.

Renewable

Source
Tidal/wave

Advantages

Disadvantages

Countries with long coastlines
could potentially benefit from tidal
or wave power.

Only suitable for countries with
long coastlines.

Tidal or wave generators need
to be very robust and reliable to
resist conditions at sea.
In suitable geographical locations,
HEP offers a clean, cheap
electricity supply.

A river is dammed, and
the flow of water through
the dam is used to turn
turbines.
Biofuels

Plant or animal material is
used to make a liquid or
gaseous fuel.

Renewable

In theory, biofuels are ‘carbonneutral’ – the carbon that is
released when they are burned
is the same carbon that they
absorbed during photosynthesis.
Liquid biofuels allow existing fuel
infrastructure and technology to
be retained as they are a direct
replacement for fossil fuels.

Ethanol can be made from
corn (maize), sugar cane, or
the inedible cellulose from
grasses or plant waste.

Renewable

Slowly roasting wood in the
absence of oxygen drives off
water and forms charcoal,
which has a higher energy
density.
Geothermal

Water is pumped into the
Earth where the natural
heat turns it into steam. The
steam can be used directly
for heating, or used to
generate electricity.

Building dams often requires
flooding of surrounding areas
which may displace populations
and lead to loss of biodiversity.

Only renewable if plants are
replanted.
In some countries tropical
rainforest has been replaced
with palm oil and sugar cane
plantations, leading to loss of
biodiversity.
Some methods of extraction
of biofuels are very energy
inefficient.
Economic demand for biofuels
leads to countries displacing
food crops. This could lead to
lack of food for population.

Biogas is made by
fermenting plant or animal
waste.
Trees can be cut and burned
for energy.

Limited to mountainous areas.

Dammed rivers also lead to
build-up of silt and affects the
river ecosystem.

Bio-diesel is an oil extracted
from plants such as palm
trees.

Wood/
charcoal

Infrastructure is costly and
technology is undeveloped.

Renewable

Wood is widely available to most
of the Earth’s population and is a
convenient source of energy for
cooking and heating.

Wood is only renewable if trees
are replanted.

Geothermal energy is most
practical in regions where there is
a lot of volcanic activity.

Infrastructure can be difficult to
engineer, and is costly.

Often, wood is burned in highly
inefficient open fires and stoves,
with particulate emissions.

One example of a renewable energy source mentioned in Table 24.5 is tidal power.
This tidal electricity generation works as the tide comes in and again when it
goes out (Figure 24.4). The turbines are driven by the power of the sea in both
directions.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
4

tide coming in

tide going out

Outline why it is important
for scientists to collaborate
internationally when conducting
research into alternative energy
sources to fossil fuels.

Figure 24.4 Tidal power captures the energy of tidal water moving backwards
and forwards.
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24.2 Fossil fuels
Essential idea: The energy of fossil fuels originates from solar energy which
has been stored by chemical processes over time. These abundant resources are
non-renewable but provide large amounts of energy due to the nature of chemical
bonds in hydrocarbons.

Fossil fuels
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Fossil fuels were formed by the reduction of biological compounds that contain
carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur and oxygen.
Petroleum is a complex mixture of hydrocarbons that can be split into
different component parts called fractions by fractional distillation.
Crude oil needs to be refined before use. The different fractions are separated
by a physical process in fractional distillation.
The tendency of a fuel to auto-ignite, which leads to ‘knocking’ in a car
engine, is related to molecular structure and measured by the octane number.
The performance of hydrocarbons as fuels is improved by the cracking and
catalytic reforming reactions.
Coal gasification and liquefaction are chemical processes that convert coal to
gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons.
A carbon footprint is the total amount of greenhouse gases produced during
human activities. It is generally expressed in equivalent tons of carbon dioxide.

Formation of fossil fuels
Fossil fuels are chemical fuels that were formed by the anaerobic decay (in the
absence of molecular oxygen) of biological material, which was buried and acted
upon by bacteria over hundreds of millions of years.
Fossil fuels are rich stores of chemical energy, because they are stores of
solar energy, which powered the photosynthetic processes in plants. During
photosynthesis plant leaves absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and water
from the soil and convert it into glucose. The plants then use some of the glucose
to form starch and cellulose, the major component of cell walls. Plant matter
contains carbon along with hydrogen and oxygen. Protein molecules found in
plants and animals contain nitrogen and sulfur in significant quantities.
Photosynthesis (see also section 24.4) is an endothermic and endergonic process
(the reaction is non-spontaneous and the Gibbs free energy change is positive).
Photosynthesis requires an energy input to drive the reaction. This solar
energy input from the Sun becomes ‘locked up’ within the biological molecules
synthesized by the plants. Animals eat, digest and assimilate the plant material
and the chemical energy passes into them (where it is used to provide energy for
the metabolism of the organism).
Over geological time, prehistoric plant and animal matter is compressed
and becomes highly concentrated. Fossil fuels have chemical energy highly
concentrated within them, which can be released by combustion (oxidation).
The three major categories of fossil fuels are coal, crude oil (petroleum) and
natural gas

■■ Coal and crude oil
Coal is fossilized plant material containing mainly carbon together with hydrogen,
nitrogen and sulfur. The action of pressure and heat in the absence of oxygen
slowly converted the plant material in stages from peat to lignite (brown coal) to
bituminous soft coal to hard black coal (anthracite). At each stage the percentage
of carbon increased up to about 90% in the most abundant form, soft coal.
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Crude oil was formed from the remains of marine organisms by a similar process.
Thick sediments built up on top of the organic layers and under the action of high
pressure and bacterial activity crude oil was formed.
The crude oil (Figure 24.5) migrated through rocks due to earth movement and
collected in traps. Crude oil is a complex mixture of straight-chain, branched,
cyclic and aromatic hydrocarbons, although it consists mainly of alkanes.
a anticline

b fault
impervious rock
gas, oil and water in pores
of porous rock
gas
oil
water
impervious rock

Figure 24.5 Crude oil is found in underground reservoirs in certain geological situations. It permeates the rock in
these reservoirs and is usually found in association with natural gas

Crude oil remains one of the most important raw materials in the world today. It
is a complex mixture of hydrocarbons and via fractional distillation provides fuels
for a range of transport types and for electricity generation. In addition it is an
important chemical feedstock for the production of important organic polymers,
pharmaceuticals, dyes and solvents.
■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
5

The combustion of coal produces a number of gases in addition to the
major product of carbon dioxide.
a Write an equation for the combustion of an element in coal to form one
of these gases.
b State two advantages of a liquid fuel compared to a solid fuel.

Fossil fuels store reduced carbon
The formation of fossil fuels from decaying organisms under anaerobic conditions is
an example of reduction. Many fossil fuels contain saturated alkanes. Carbon atoms
become increasingly saturated with hydrogen and have fewer covalent bonds to
nitrogen, sulfur and/or oxygen than existed in the molecules in the plant or animal.
Worked example
Calculate the oxidation numbers of carbon in methane and methanol and show
that carbon in methane is in a more reduced form.
The oxidation numbers are deduced as follows: CH4: oxidation numbers: 1C +
4H = 0; C + 4(+1) = 0; C = −4. CH3OH: oxidation numbers: 1C + 4H + 1O = 0;
C + 4(+1) + (−2) = 0; C = +2. The oxidation number for carbon is −4 in methane
and −2 in methanol, showing that carbon is in a more reduced state in methane.

Physical properties of hydrocarbons
The hydrocarbons in crude oil have different properties depending on their
molecular structures. Short chain molecules (small numbers of carbon atoms)
have low boiling points, because they have small molar masses and relatively few
electrons in each molecule. The instantaneous or temporary dipoles generated
during polarization are relatively weak, as are the induced dipoles in neighbouring
molecules. Very short chain molecules (1–4 carbon atoms) are gases under
standard conditions as the London (dispersion) forces are very weak. Low boiling
point hydrocarbons are more volatile, meaning that they release more vapour
into the surrounding air. When the surrounding air is saturated with fuel–oxygen
mixture the vapour ignites easily.
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As the carbon chains get longer, the molar masses increase, along with the
number of electrons in the molecules. In addition, the contact area between
adjacent molecules in the liquid state will also increase. This leads to stronger
London (dispersion) forces, and higher boiling points. When the boiling point is
higher, the volatility is lower. There is less vapour in the air surrounding the fuel,
and the fuel is more difficult to ignite.

Expert tip
Stronger London (dispersion) forces
means that longer hydrocarbon
molecules are more viscous and a
liquid sample will flow more slowly
(less ‘runny’).

Separating the compounds in crude oil
This process of separating out the molecules in crude oil by boiling point
involves fractional distillation. The crude oil (petroleum) is heated to a high
temperature so that almost all the compounds within it become vapour. This
vapour is injected into the base of a vessel called the fractionating column
(Figure 24.6).
The vapours rise up the column and as they get further from the heat source
at the bottom of the column, the temperature falls. Gradually, each fraction
condenses out of the vapour mixture. Heavy fractions, with high boiling points,
condense first, close to the bottom of the column. As they move up the column,
lighter, shorter-chain fractions condense. At the top of the column some
very short-chain molecules are still in the vapour phase and are collected as
refinery gas.
Name of
fraction

cool

Length of
carbon chains

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
6

a Describe and explain how
crude oil (petroleum) is
converted into several fractions
in a fractionating column.
b Deduce which fraction from
the fractional distillation of
crude oil would be most
likely to contain the following
hydrocarbons (alkanes):
C35H72, C4H10, C20H42, C8H18

Use

C2–C4

domestic fuel

gasoline

C5–C12

petrol

kerosene
(paraffin)

C12–C18

jet fuel

diesel oil

C18–C20

lubricating oil

C20–C30

fuel oil

C30–C40

fuel for ships

paraffin wax

C40–C50

candles, polish,
petroleum jelly

>C50

road surfacing

Increase in boiling point

refinery gas

central heating, fuel

e.g. oil for cars

oil in

hot

bitumen

Figure 24.6 The fractions obtained industrially from crude oil (petroleum) using a fractionating tower

The petrol engine in a car
In the internal combustion engine, hydrocarbon fuels are mixed with air, injected
into a cylinder and ignited with a spark. The resultant explosion forces a piston
to move. The movement of a series of pistons is converted to the rotation of a
crankshaft, which in turn drives the wheels of the vehicle.
If we consider a mole of octane (a major component of petrol, or gasoline), for
complete combustion to occur, with full oxidation of one mole of octane, we
require 12.5 moles of molecular oxygen for each mole of octane:
2C8H18(l) + 25O2(g) → 16CO2(g) + 18H2O(l)
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This is a mass ratio (mass of air/mass of fuel) of approximately 15:1 (20% of the
air (by volume) is oxygen). If the air/fuel ratio is lower, the mixture is said to be
‘rich’ and the amount of oxygen is insufficient for complete combustion. This will
result in the formation of some carbon monoxide. In this example only 10 moles
of oxygen is available for each mole of octane:
C8H18(l) + 10O2(g) → 3CO2(g) + 5CO(g) + 9H2O(l)

spark plug
exhaust

intake

valve

A rich mixture may also lead to the emission of unburned hydrocarbon molecules
(called ‘volatile organic compounds’ or VOCs) from the exhaust. If the air–fuel
ratio is increased, the mixture is said to be ‘lean’. A lean mixture will not produce
carbon monoxide.

valve

A disadvantage of a lean mixture is that the mixture may ‘pre-ignite’ while
under compression. Pre-ignition means that the rapid compression of the fuel–air
mixture in the cylinder leads to some of the fuel igniting before the spark, causing
a sudden pressure increase in the cylinder. This causes a metallic ‘knocking’
sound. This inefficient combustion actually increases the proportion of unburned
hydrocarbons in the exhaust gases.

piston

■■ Knocking
An automobile (car) engine is designed to operate optimally by using the
maximum value for the fuel to air ratio (Figure 24.7) so that the piston is pushed
down with the largest possible force from combustion of the hydrocarbon as the
spark plug fires.
When an engine is going up a steep hill, the combustion reaction may start
prematurely under the condition of high pressure and temperature before the spark
plug ‘fires’. This tendency of a fuel to auto-ignite leads to ‘knocking’ in a car engine.
This is the sound of small explosions in the cylinders. The ability of a fuel to cause
‘knocking’ is related to molecular structure and is measured by the octane number.

crankshaft

Figure 24.7 An internal combustion
piston engine in which a very rapidly
burning mixture of air and fuel
drives a piston downward during
the power stroke and this motion
is converted to rotary mechanical
motion by the crankshaft

■■ Octane number (or rating)

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION

The ability of a petrol (gasoline) to perform in an internal combustion engine is
measured by its octane number or rating. This is based on how a fuel auto-ignites
under pressure. It is a measure of the ability of a fuel to resist knocking when burnt
in a standard test engine. The more knocking a fuel causes, the poorer the fuel
and the lower its octane rating.
A straight-chain hydrocarbon such as heptane is a poor fuel and has an octane
rating of zero, but the highly branched 2,2,4-trimethylpentane is a very efficient
fuel and is assigned a value of 100 (Figure 24.8). Aromatic compounds have high
octane ratings. The shorter the carbon chain, the higher the octane number. The
smaller alkanes are more easily vaporized and are more useful fuels.
It can also be seen from the octane numbers of the isomers of octane and heptane
(Table 24.6) that these increase with carbon chain branching, since a compound
fragments preferentially at branches. The more branched the alkane is the higher
the octane number.
Table 24.6 Selected octane numbers of alkanes
Alkane

Octane number

Heptane

0

2-Methylhexane

7

a

55

3-Ethylpentane

65

2,3-Dimethyl pentane

91

The combustion of hydrocarbons is not a simple molecular process but a complex
free radical reaction. The anti-knocking agents reduce the activity of free radicals
in the burning mixture, either by eliminating them, or by converting them to
radicals that are relatively stable (and thus unreactive).

CH 3 CH 3

H3C
H3C

b
H3C

H2
C

C

C
H2

C
H2
H2
C

CH

C
H2

CH 3
H2
C

CH 3

Figure 24.8 Octane numbers:
a 2,2,4-trimethylpentane: octane
rating 100, and b heptane: octane
rating 0

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION

42

3-Methylhexane

Suggest why petrol companies
make different blends for
different times of the year in a
country that has a hot summer
and a cold winter.

8

a Calculate the octane rating
of a fuel mixture with 90%
2,2,4-trimethylpentane, 5%
heptane and 5% toluene
(methyl benzene), which has
an octane number of 114.
b Suggest why ether
compounds (oxygenates) may
be added to petrol mixtures.
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Cracking and reforming
■■ Cracking
The supply of hydrocarbon fractions from the fractional distillation of crude oil
does not match the industrial demand for those fractions. Typically, the larger or
heavier fractions are more plentiful, whereas the highest demand is for the C5–C10
fractions.
Cracking is a chemical process that breaks down (decomposes) large long chain
hydrocarbon molecules into smaller ones using heat. The heavier fractions
are heated and passed over a catalyst, which ‘cracks’ them into shorter chains.
The original alkane, having the general formula CnH2n+2, usually results in two
products: a shorter alkane (also CnH2n+2, and an alkene, CnH2n).
Expert tip
It is not possible to crack an alkane into two shorter alkanes – there are not
enough hydrogen atoms present. For example: the cracking of heptane into
pentane and ethene (Figure 24.9). C7H16 → C5H12 + C2H4.
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H
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H
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C

C
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H

C

C
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H
H

+

H

H
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H

H
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C

C

C

C
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H

H
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H

pentane

Figure 24.9 Cracking a long-chain saturated hydrocarbon molecule

The reaction shown in Figure 24.9 is starting from a relatively short alkane to
illustrate the type of reaction being discussed. Note that the alkene splits off the
end of the molecule. The process is not a highly specific one. Ethene is not always
the alkene product; it is possible to obtain propene and butene as products. In
certain circumstances hydrogen can also break off the end of the alkane molecule.
The different types of cracking are summarized below:
n

n

n

n

Thermal cracking: Very long chain alkanes found in the heavy fractions are
heated to temperatures of 800–850 °C at a pressure of 70 atmospheres, and
then cooling the mixture rapidly. A mixture of products is produced that
includes shorter chain alkanes, alkenes (often ethene) and coke (an impure
form of carbon), e.g. C18H38 → C8H18 + 2C3H6 + 2C2H4.
Steam cracking: The mixture of ethane, butane and alkanes up to eight
carbon atoms long is preheated, vaporized and mixed with steam at
1250–1400 °C. The steam dilutes the feedstock and the reaction produces a
higher yield of ethene and other short chain alkenes. The addition of steam
also reduces the amount of coke produced, e.g. C8H18 → 4C2H4 + H2.
Catalytic cracking: Using a catalyst in the cracking process allows the reaction
to occur at lower temperatures, around 500 °C, and produces a mixture of
alkanes, alkenes and molecules containing the benzene ring (arenes). Large
and intermediate sized alkanes are passed over a zeolite or mixed alumina
(Al2O3) and silica (SiO2) catalyst, e.g. C16H34 → C7H16 + C7H14 + C2H4.
Hydrocracking: The feedstock is mixed with hydrogen at a pressure of about
80 atmospheres and cracked over a platinum or silica/alumina catalyst. This
gives a high yield of branched alkanes, cyclic alkanes and aromatic compounds
for use in unleaded petrol (gasoline). The presence of hydrogen ensures that no
alkenes are produced in this type of cracking, e.g. C16H34 + H2 → 2C8H18.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
9

Write equations to illustrate the
following reactions:
a an alkane with 16 carbon
atoms forming an alkane with
11 carbon atoms, ethene and
propene
b an alkane with 12 carbon
atoms to form octane and
butane
c an alkane with 10 carbon
atoms to form octane and
ethene.
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■■ Reforming
More useful branched alkanes can be obtained from straight-chain hydrocarbons
by mixing them with hydrogen gas, heating them to 500 °C and passing them at
high pressure over a platinum catalyst on an aluminium oxide support. The initial
reaction is known cyclization (a form of reforming) and under these conditions
hexane is converted to cyclohexane and then benzene (aromatization) (Figure 24.10).
Straight-chain alkanes, such as hexane, can also be converted to branched isomers,
for example, 2-methylpentane.
H2C

CH3
CH3

H2C

CH2

500 °C, 20 atm
catalyst: Pt/Al2O3(s)

same conditions

(cyclization)

(aromatization)
benzene

cyclohexane

CH2

hexane

Figure 24.10 The cyclization and aromatization of hexane through to
benzene via cyclohexane

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
10 a State how the products of
catalytic and thermal cracking
differ.
b Write a balanced equation
showing the reforming
of heptane to methyl
cyclohexane and then
benzene and molecular
hydrogen.

Coal gasification
Coal is a more abundant fossil fuel than crude oil, and can be converted to more
complex hydrocarbons, which may be more useful.
One method is coal gasification in which synthesis gas, also called coal gas or syngas,
is produced by reacting coal with oxygen and steam in a gasifier. Inside the gasifier
the oxygen reaching the coal is limited so that complete combustion hardly occurs.
Synthesis gas is a mixture consisting of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, with
some carbon dioxide. It can be used as a fuel, though it is usually involved in the
production of methanol (both components are used) and ammonia (hydrogen
gas is used).
Coal gasification may occur in a cavity underground (Figure 24.11), giving plants
low costs as no gasifier needs to be built, the coal does not have to be transported
to the surface, and the carbon dioxide formed can be stored underground rather
than being released to the atmosphere.

CO2

CO2

waste CO2
injection

air injection
syngas facility
(e.g. power plant)

saturated rock
(aquifer)

rock fractures
from subsidence
recovered gases

injected air

water table

warm water rising possibly
carrying contaminants

partial combustion
of coal seam
coal ash

Figure 24.11 The underground coal gasification process

Expert tip
Underground coal gasification
converts coal to synthesis gas while
still in the coal seam (in situ). The
technique can be applied to coal
resources that are unprofitable or
difficult to mine.
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Compared with traditional coal mining, the underground coal gasification
process eliminates surface damage and solid waste discharge, and reduces
emission of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx). Hydrogen
sulfide (H2S) present is oxidized to sulfur.
Pollutants are ‘washed out’ of the synthesis gas leaving a relatively clean
efficient fuel. Wet scrubbers are used to remove acidic gases and particulate
matter. The tar is removed via decomposition by subjecting the synthesis
gas to a high temperature.

coal slurry (liquid
coal waste from
mining)

coal slurry

oxygen

oxygen
water return

The process of coal gasification (Figure 24.12) is summarized in Table 24.7.
Gasification produces other products including slag which is used in roofing
materials or for road construction, methanol and nitrogen-based compounds
for fertilizers (via ammonia).

syngas

The main reactions that occur during coal gasification are listed in
Table 24.7.

water exit

Table 24.7 The main reactions that occur during coal gasification
Reaction

Conditions

Comments

Coal (C,H) → CH4 +
H2O + C + H2 + CO +
CO2 + various gaseous
hydrocarbons

Some oxygen, at a
temperature that will
not allow complete
combustion

The first step is pyrolysis. Coal is
dried and degraded into several
gases and char, a charcoal-like
substance. This is partial oxidation
and generates oxidized compounds
including carbon monoxide, CO,
and carbon dioxide, CO2 (complete
combustion product).

C + H2O → CO + H2

Increased temperature,
decreased oxygen, steam

This is reduction. Here synthesis
gas (mainly CO and H2) is produced
which can be burnt to generate
electricity.

C + CO2 → 2CO
(reverse Boudard
reaction)

Figure 24.12 Coal gasification; note
that syngas is a mixture of carbon
monoxide, hydrogen and carbon
dioxide

The steam gasification reaction is
endothermic. Usually, an excess
amount of steam is used.

CO + 3H2 → CH4 + H2O
(methanation reaction)
CO + H2O → CO2 +
H2 (water gas shift
reaction)
C + O2 → CO2

slag

Synthesis gas and other
wanted substances are
passed through a cooling
chamber and removed.
Remaining char is burnt
off and carbon dioxide
and impurities can be
removed.

Gas clean-up in which the desired
products are purified and removed.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
11 Write an equation to describe
the reaction between coal, C(s),
and steam to form methane and
an oxide of carbon.

Methods of coal liquefaction
Coal is mostly carbon, but hydrogen is also present. The proportion of hydrogen
in liquid hydrocarbon fuels is much higher than coal. Coal liquefaction relies on
increasing the hydrogen : carbon ratio in the fuel. This is done by increasing the
amount of hydrogen in the coal or decreasing the amount of carbon in the coal
which results in the formation of a mixture of hydrocarbons.

■■ Direct hydrogenation of coal
Coal is crushed, mixed with a solvent (often heavy fuel oil) and heated in the
presence of an iron-based catalyst. Hydrogen gas is added to the mixture. This
is known as Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS): nC + (n + 1) H2 → CnH2n+2 .The
products are typically heavy hydrocarbons that require significant further refining
(cracking, reforming) before they are of use as motor fuels.
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■■ Distillation of coal
Some coals contain large amounts of hydrocarbons, so the liquefaction process
involves separating the hydrocarbons from the solid carbon. Bituminous coal is
saturated with heavy hydrocarbon molecules. These coals are heated (a process
called destructive distillation, or pyrolysis) which produces a mixture of tar
(containing mostly cyclic or aromatic hydrocarbons), heavy oil and a solid residue
of carbon. The tar and heavy oil can be further refined by cracking and reforming
in order to make them useful as motor fuels.

■■ Liquid fuels from coal gas
A third approach to coal liquefaction is to use the coal gas produced in the
gasification process outlined previously to produce liquid hydrocarbons.
The process of coal liquefaction takes filtered and cleaned synthesis gas and adds
steam or carbon dioxide over a catalyst. This process is known as indirect coal
liquefaction. In direct coal liquefaction hydrogen gas is added to heated coal in
the presence of a transition metal catalyst (Fe, Co, Ru). Both methods adjust the
carbon-to-hydrogen ratio and produce synthetic liquid fuels via a process known as
the Fischer–Tropsch process, shown by the general equation:
Alkanes: nCO + (2n + 1) H2 → CnH(2n+2) + nH2O
where n is typically 10–20. The formation of methane (n = 1) is unwanted. Most
of the alkanes produced tend to be straight-chain, suitable as diesel fuel. If the
reaction is allowed to continue then the value of n increases. Alcohols and other
oxygenated organic compounds can be formed, for example, CO(g) + H2(g)
→ H2CO(g); methanal and H2CO(g) + H2(g) → CH3OH(l); methanol.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
12 Deduce equations for the
production of nonane by
a direct hydrogenation of coal
b liquefaction of coal gas,
carbon monoxide, CO(g).

The relative advantages and disadvantages of fossil fuels are itemized in
Table 24.8.
Table 24.8 The relative advantages and disadvantages of fossil fuels
Fossil fuel Advantages

Disadvantages

Coal

Contributes to acid rain and global warming.

Present in large quantities and distributed throughout the world.
Simple to mine.
Can be converted into synthetic liquid fuels and gases, e.g. coal
gas gasification and liquefaction.

Oil

Not so readily transported as a liquid or gas (no
pipelines).

Feedstock for organic chemicals.

Coal waste (slag heaps) lead to ground acidity and
chemical pollution (heavy metal ions).

Could yield large quantities of energy compared with renewable
sources and safer than nuclear power.

Mining and strip mining is dangerous – cave-ins,
explosion and long-term effect of coal dust on miners.

Larger reserves compared with oil or gas.

Dirty (produces dust, smoke and particulates).

Easily transported in pipelines or by tankers.

Contributes to acid rain and global warming.

Convenient source of fuel for use in cars, lorries, aircraft, etc.

Limited lifespan (30–50 years) and uneven distribution
worldwide.

Feedstock for organic chemicals.

Risk of marine pollution associated with transportation by
oil tankers on the sea.
Natural gas

Natural gas burns cleaner than other fossil fuels, producing half
the carbon dioxide as coal and about a third less than fuel oil.
Easily transported in pipelines and stored in pressurized
containers.
Does not contribute to acid rain.
Releases a higher quantity of thermal energy per kilogram than
coal or oil.
Currently cheapest source of electrical energy.

Contributes to global warming.
Limited reserves (30 years) and uneven distribution
worldwide.
Greater risk of explosion due to leaks.
Methane is a very powerful greenhouse gas, up to 20
times more effective than carbon dioxide. If improperly
extracted, methane can be released into the atmosphere,
or burnt off as flaring at oil fields.
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Various developments have been explored to make the use of fossil fuels more
environmentally friendly (‘greener’) and these are listed in Table 24.9.
Table 24.9 Developments explored to make the use of fossil fuels more environmentally friendly
Aim

Examples

Advantages

Remove sulfur and sulfur
compounds from fossils fuels,
such as coal

Scrubbing, filters and engineered polymers
with receptor sites for sulfur compounds.

Reduce sulfur dioxide emissions which could cause
acid rain (unless removed from the combustion
products); the sulfur extracted can be used in
sulfuric acid production (Contact process).

Produce fuels with lower
environmental impact

Remove lead; benzene and sulfur from petrol;
use of catalytic convertors in cars.

Reduces emission of oxides of nitrogen (NOx),
carbon monoxide, CO, oxides of lead and benzene
(toxic and carcinogenic).

Produce alternative or blended
petrochemical fuels

Mix ethanol with petrol (gasohol) (see 24.4
Solar energy); develop engines that run on
LPG (liquefied petroleum gas, or compressed
natural gas (CNG).

Reduces carbon dioxide (‘carbon’) emissions, lowers
the carbon footprint of the vehicle (see below) and
reduces emissions of NOx and CO.

Develop renewable and alternative
resources and technologies

Bioethanol, biodiesel, electric cars, hybrid
cars, fuel cells and hydrogen cars.

Reduce dependence on crude oil, make existing
supplies last longer, move towards carbon-neutral
fuels, for example, biodiesel, which are renewable
and sustainable.

Carbon footprint
The carbon footprint is a measure of the total carbon dioxide emissions resulting
from a given activity or process. However, most of these involve the emission
of other gases, such as methane (CH4), which has a global warming potential
25 times greater than carbon dioxide, for a given mass, so emissions of methane
must be multiplied by this factor.
To simplify the overall emissions are quoted as ‘tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent’. In order to calculate the carbon footprint, it is necessary to know
the mass of each greenhouse gas emitted by the particular activity and the global
warming potential of each.
Worked example
Calculate the carbon footprint for a car journey of 500 kilometres if the car
consumes 44.0 dm3 (litres) of petrol (gasoline). Assume petrol is pure octane and
its density is 0.703 g cm−3). (1 dm3 = 1000 cm3).
Mass of octane consumed =
 density 3 volume
= 0.703 g cm−3 3 44 000 cm3 = 30 932 g
Amount of octane consumed = 30 932 g/114.26 g mol−1 = 270.7 mol
The equation for the complete combustion of one mole of octane (under
standard conditions) is:

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
13 A coal-fired power station
uses 4000 tonnes of coal a
day. The carbon factor of the
coal is 0.746 tonnes of carbon
per tonne of coal. Calculate
the mass of carbon dioxide in
tonnes produced daily by the
coal-fired power plant.

C8H18(l) + 12.5O2(g) → 8CO2(g) + 9H2O(l)
1 mole of octane reacts with 1.25 moles of oxygen molecules to form 8 moles
of carbon dioxide molecules and nine moles of water molecules.
Amount of carbon dioxide produced = amount of octane 3 8 = 2166 mol
Mass of carbon dioxide produced = 2166 mol 3 44.01 g mol−1 = 95.31 kg

24.3 Nuclear fusion and fission
Essential idea: The fusion of hydrogen nuclei in the Sun is the source of much of
the energy needed for life on Earth. There are many technological challenges in
replicating this process on Earth but it would offer a rich source of energy. Fission
involves the splitting of a large unstable nucleus into smaller stable nuclei.
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Nuclear fusion and fission
■■ Nuclear fusion
n
n
n

Light nuclei can undergo fusion reactions as this increases the binding energy
per nucleon.
Fusion reactions are a promising energy source as the fuel is inexpensive and
abundant, and no radioactive waste is produced.
Absorption spectra are used to analyse the composition of stars.

■■ Nuclear fission
n
n

Heavy nuclei can undergo fission reactions as this increases the binding energy
per nucleon.
235
U undergoes a fission chain reaction:
U + 01n → 23692U → X + Y + neutrons

235
92

n
n
n
n

The critical mass is the mass of fuel needed for the reaction to be selfsustaining.
239
Pu, used as a fuel in ‘breeder reactors’, is produced from 238U by neutron
capture.
Radioactive waste may contain isotopes with long and short half-lives.
Half-life is the time it takes for half the number of atoms to decay.

Introduction
Nuclear chemistry is concerned with nuclear stability and the process of nuclear
changes. Examples of nuclear changes are: radioactivity, artificial transmutation,
nuclear fission and nuclear fusion.

Nuclear reactions
The most important characteristics of a nucleus are its charge (protons) and its
mass (neutrons and protons). The charge on the atomic nucleus is determined by
the number of protons (positive charges) it contains. Protons and electrons have
opposite elementary charges. The properties of the fundamental particles are
summarized in Table 24.10.
Table 24.10 Properties of the proton, neutron and electron
Proton

Neutron

Electron

Mass (kg)

1.672622 × 10 −27

1.674927 × 10 −27

9.109383 × 10 −31

Charge (C)

1.602189 × 10

0

1.602189 × 10 −19

−19

A particular atom with a specific atomic (proton) number and mass (nucleon)
number is termed a nuclide, AZX. The number of neutrons is given by A − Z.
Isotopes are nuclides of the same element but different mass (nucleon) numbers.
They have identical chemical properties, but slightly different physical properties,
for example, diffusion rates in the gaseous state.

12 amu’s

carbon-12 atom
(most common
isotope of carbon)

It is usual to measure the mass of an atom in atomic mass units, abbreviated amu.
1
The atomic mass unit (Figure 24.13) is equal to 12 th of the mass of the neutral
12
C atom. 1 amu = 1.66 3 10−27 kg.
6
Elements which emit ionizing or nuclear radiation are termed radioisotopes.
Radioactivity is a property of an unstable nucleus and is independent of its
physical state, chemical state or temperature. Radioactive decay is the process by
which a nucleus of an unstable atom loses energy by emitting radiation.

Figure 24.13 Concept of the atomic
mass unit
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The three types of radiation emitted by radioactive elements are: alpha particles,
beta particles and gamma rays. The characteristics of the three common types of
radiation are given in Table 24.11.
Table 24.11 Properties of alpha, beta (minus) and gamma radiations
Alpha particle

Beta (minus) particle

Gamma ray

Relative charge and
relative mass

+2 and 4

−1 and 0

0 and 0

Nature

Helium nucleus or helium ion

High-speed electron

Electromagnetic wave with very
short wavelength < 10 −10 m

Notation

4
2

He or 24 α

e or−10 β

0
0

0
−1

Action of magnetic field Deflected towards cathode (negative) Deflected towards anode (positive)

1
10 speed of light

Velocity

Up to

γ

Not deflected

9
10 speed of light

Speed of light (3.00 3 10 8 m s −1)

Ionizing power

Very high, nearly 100 3 that of
beta particles

Low

Low

Penetrating power

Low; easily stopped by air

100 3 that of alpha particles

10 3 that of beta particles

Kinetic energy

High

Considerably less than alpha particles

Zero

Positrons (+10 e or +0 b) are particles with the same mass as an electron, but the
opposite charge. They can also be produced when a radioisotope decays.
Expert tip

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION

For every particle there is an antiparticle that has the same mass as the particle,
but the opposite charge (if it is charged) (and the opposite quantum number). If
antimatter comes into contact with matter, they will annihilate, converting all the
mass into energy. For example, in a collision of an electron and a positron, a pair
of high-energy photons (gamma rays) are created.

14 List the three forms of
radiation in order of decreasing
penetrating power (the most
penetrating first).

Nuclear equations
The emission of an alpha particle decreases the mass (nucleon) number of a
daughter nucleus by 4 and atomic (proton) number by 2. The daughter nucleus
shifts two places to the left of the parent in the periodic table.
The generalized equation for alpha decay is:
A
Z

X → AZ −− 24X + 42He + energy

parent nuclide daughter nuclide alpha particle
For example:
238
92

U → 234
Th + 24 He
90

Expert tip

226
88

Ra → 222
Rn + 24 He
86

The totals of the mass (nucleon)
numbers on both sides of the nuclear
equation are equal; the totals of the
atomic (proton) numbers on both
sides are also equal.

The emission of beta (minus) particle does not change the mass (nucleon) number
of the daughter nucleus but increase the atomic (proton) number by 1. The
daughter nucleus shifts one place to the right of the parent in the periodic table.
The loss of a beta particle (high-speed electron) converts a neutron to a proton.
The generalized equation for beta decay is:
A
Z

X→

A
Z+1

parent nuclide

X +−10 β

+ energy

daughter nuclide beta particle

For example:
234
90
14
6

Th → 234
Pa +−10e
91

C → 147 N +−10e

In nuclear equations, reactant (parent) and product (daughter) nuclei are
represented by their mass (nucleon) numbers and atomic (proton) numbers, as well
as their chemical symbols.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
15 Write nuclear equations for the
following nuclear reactions:
a radon-222 produces an alpha
particle
b scandium-49 produces a beta
(minus) particle and a neutron
c carbon-14 produces a beta
(minus) particle.
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During gamma decay no new element is formed: there are no changes to the
proton or nucleon number of the parent nuclide. Gamma rays are released from
the excited nucleus as an excited nucleus relaxes to the ground state. Gamma
decay may occur on its own, or accompany alpha or beta decay.

Decay series
Radioactive heavy nuclei decay by a series of alpha and beta emissions, until lead
(atomic number 82) is obtained. The series which includes the elements formed
from the initial to the final stable element is known as a decay series.

Radioactive decay
The radioactive decay of a radioisotope of an element is a random and
spontaneous process. Radioactivity is a random process – it is not possible to
predict when a particular nuclide will decay. Radioactivity is a spontaneous
process which means a particular nuclide will undergo decay independently of
what is happening outside that nuclide.
It is a first order process and for a large number of radioactive nuclides follows an
exponential law: Nt = N0e−kt, where N0 = initial number of radioactive nuclei at
time = 0.

Number of undecayed nuclei, N
(proportional to the measured count rate)

Each radioisotope has a characteristic half-life, t1, which is the time it takes for
2
half of the radioactive atoms in the sample to decay. The half-life is independent
of the amount of the radioisotope. The half-life can be determined graphically
from a decay curve graph (Figure 24.14) which plots activity (number of
radioactive nuclides remaining) against time.

N0

N0
2
N0
4
N0
8
N0
16
t1/2

t1/2

t1/2

t1/2

Time

Figure 24.14 Generalized radioactive decay curve

If N0 is the initial number of radioactive nuclides, then after a period of one halflife t only ½N0 radioactive nuclides are left in the sample. After two half-lives 2t,
then there will be only ¼N0 radioactive nuclides left in the sample, etc.
The amount after n half-lives can be calculated from the equation
1
Nt = N0( 2 )n
and radioactive decay also obeys the logarithmic equation:
t=
and
t1 =
2

N
2.303
log ( N0 )
k
t
0.693
k
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where k is the rate or decay constant. The decay constant is defined as the
probability of decay per unit time of a nucleus. Activity is the rate of decay, i.e.,
the number of disintegrations per second.

Forces acting in the nucleus

Expert tip
It is meaningless to refer to the halflife of a single atom of a radioisotope
because decay could take at any time;
it is impossible to predict.

There are two main interactions within a nucleus of an atom or ion: electrostatic
repulsion between protons (Coulomb repulsion) and a short-range attractive force
known as the strong nuclear force which operates between neighbouring nucleons
(Figure 22.15).
a

b
+
+

Coulomb forces push
the protons apart

there must also be strong
nuclear forces between the
nucleons pulling them together

Figure 24.15 Repulsive
and attractive forces in a
helium nucleus

Stable nuclei have larger attractive forces than repulsive forces. Stable small
nuclides with a low value of proton number have approximately the same number
of protons and neutrons in the nucleus. In heavy or large nuclei, such as uranium
or plutonium, there are more neutrons than protons, giving a neutron to proton
ratio greater than 1. The strong nuclear force decrease rapidly with distance and it
extends effectively only to its immediate neighbouring nucleons.

Transmutations
A transmutation is a nuclear reaction involving the formation of a new daughter
nuclide. Artificial (induced) transmutations occur when one or more nucleons is
captured by or transferred onto another nucleus. For example, bombardment of
14-nitrogen atoms by alpha particles:
14
7

N + 42 He → 178 O + 11 H
■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION

16 A hydrogen-1 nucleus reacts with a nitrogen-15 nucleus to produce an alpha
particle, gamma ray and another nuclide.
a Write a balanced nuclear equation.
b Outline how transmutation is different from radioactive decay.

Background radiation
All living organisms are exposed to cosmic radiation from the Sun and space,
and terrestrial radiation. It is important that background radiation and artificial
radiation from nuclear medicine and the nuclear industry are monitored. Some of
the natural background radiation is due to radon released from radioactive rocks
(granite) and fall out from the nuclear bombs dropped during World War 2 and
the testing of nuclear bombs after the war.

Mass defect
The mass of a hydrogen-1 atom is simply the mass of a proton. For all other atoms
(and isotopes of hydrogen), the atomic mass is less than the sum of protons and
neutrons. The difference in mass is known as the mass defect (Figure 24.16).
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binding energy

–
1
1H

–

mass = 4.0026 amu

+

+
1
0n

mass = 4.0330 amu

Figure 24.16 The mass defect of the helium-4 nucleus

The mass defect is equal to the binding energy of the protons and neutrons in
the nucleus. The energy required to remove all the nucleons from the nucleus
is the binding energy of that nucleon in the nucleus. It is equal to energy that is
required to remove all the nucleons from the nucleus without giving it any kinetic
(movement) energy.
The binding energy of a nucleus is defined as the amount of work that must be
done in order to break up the nucleus into its constituent nucleons. From the law
of conservation of energy when a nucleus is formed, the same amount of energy
must be released as is put in to break it up.
Mass and energy are related by Einstein’s mass–energy equivalence relationship:
E = mc2
where
energy transferred = mass difference × (speed of light)2
in SI units.

Expert tip
The mega electronvolt (MeV) is a
convenient energy unit, as many
energy changes that take place in the
nucleus are in the order of several
MeV. The MeV is the energy gained
by one electron when it is accelerated
through a potential difference of
106 V. The energy equivalent to the
mass defect of 1 amu is 931 MeV
which is equivalent to 1.503 × 10 −10 J.

Worked example
A nuclear reaction involves a mass change of 7.47 × 10 −31 kg. Calculate the energy
released in joules. E = mc2; E = 7.47 × 10 −31 kg × (3 × 108 m s−1)2 = 6.72 × 10 −14 J.
These numbers are very small and awkward to work with, so nuclear chemists
often measure mass in terms of the atomic mass unit (amu) (1 amu = 1.661 ×
10 −27 kg). An energy unit that is more appropriate for this scale is often used.
The electron volt is the amount of energy gained by an electron as it accelerates
through a potential difference of 1 V. 1 J = 6.25 × 1018 eV.

Expert tip
Einstein’s relationship shows that
energy and mass are interchangeable
quantities. During a chemical
reaction, it is assumed that energy
is conserved, and that mass is
conserved separately. However,
during nuclear processes, we need
only assume that the total quantity of
mass and energy are conserved.

Binding energy
Binding energy (Figure 24.17) is the energy required to separate (to infinity) of
all the nucleons of a nucleus. Binding energy is equivalent to the mass defect of a
nucleus. Energy, called the binding energy, must be supplied to break the nucleus
apart into its constituent protons and neutrons. Each of the separated nucleons is
at rest and out of the range of the forces of the other nucleons.
+
+

+
+

nucleus
(smaller mass)

+

binding
energy

+
+
separated nucleons
(slightly greater mass)

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTIONS
17 Distinguish between mass
defect and binding energy.
18 Calculate the binding energy
(in joules) of the nucleus in
vanadium-51. The mass of the
proton is 1.672622 × 10 −27 g
and the mass of the neutron is
1.674927 × 10 −27 g.

Figure 24.17 Concept of binding energy
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Binding energy per nucleon/MeV

Nuclear stability is measured by binding energy of the nucleons in the nucleus.
Binding energy per nucleon is defined as the binding energy divided by the
number of nucleons in the nucleus. Figure 24.18 shows the variation with nucleon
number of the binding energy per nucleon for different nuclides.
Worked example
9

52Cr

34S

8

12C

7

56Fe

84Kr

62Ni

16O

The binding energy for the
carbon-12 nucleus is − 92.16 MeV.
Calculate the binding energy per
nucleon = − 92.16 MeV/12 = − 7.68
MeV. Since the mass of the nucleus
is less than the mass of the protons
and neutrons, the binding energy
must be negative.

119Sn
205Tl

14N

235U
238U

4He

6
7Li

5

6Li

4
3

fusion
may be
possible

fission
may be
possible

3H
3He

2
1

2H

0
0

40

80

120

160

200
240
Number of nucleons, A

The general shape of the curve
suggests the mechanisms by which
nuclear energy is released. Nuclear
energy can be released either by the
fission of heavy nuclei or the fusion
of light nuclei from lighter ones.
Energy will be released in nuclear
reactions for which the binding
energy per nucleon in the end
products exceeds the binding energy
per nucleon in the original nuclei.

Figure 24.18 The variation of nuclear binding energy with nucleon number

Nuclear fusion and fission
Light nuclei may combine or fuse to form larger nuclei with larger binding energies
per nucleon. This process is called nuclear fusion and requires extremely high
temperatures and pressures.
The process of fusion in the Sun can be described by the following nuclear
equation:
4 11H → 42He + 2−10e + energy + neutrinos
Heavy nuclei, when bombarded with slow moving neutrons, may form two (or
more) smaller nuclei, again with larger binding energy values per nucleon values
(Figure 24.19). This process is called nuclear fission.
a

Binding energy per nucleon

Binding energy per nucleon

b
fission of a large nucleus increases
the size of binding energy per
nucleon and releases energy

fusion of small nuclei increases
the size of binding energy per
nucleon and releases energy

Nucleon number

Figure 24.19 An increase in binding energy per nucleon occurs during fission and fusion

There are several possible fission reactions which may occur in a nuclear reactor
and most can be represented by the following general equation:
235
92

U + 01n → 23692 U → 2 new nuclides + 2 or 3 neutrons + energy

The nuclides formed are known as fission fragments and are highly radioactive.
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Each fission reaction releases two or three neutrons. If these neutrons are absorbed
by U-235 nuclei, they will undergo fission, thereby releasing even more neutrons.
This is a chain reaction (Figure 24.20) and if it continues uncontrolled in a critical
mass results in a nuclear explosion. The minimum quantity of nuclear fuel needed
to sustain a chain reaction is called the ‘critical mass’.
fission fragment
U-235

neutron
U-235

fission
neutrons

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
19 Discuss the similarities and
differences between nuclear
fission and nuclear fusion,
in terms of the masses and
energies of the particles
involved.

U-235

Figure 24.20 A nuclear chain reaction

Nuclear fission and fusion are compared in Table 24.12.
Table 24.12 A comparison of nuclear fission and fusion
Similarities and differences

Nuclear fusion

Nuclear fission

Description

Lighter nuclei combine to form a heavier and
larger nucleus

Heavy unstable nucleus splits into two or more
lighter nuclei

Where process occurs

In the Sun and other stars

Artificially induced; does not normally occur
naturally

Typical reactants

Isotopes of deuterium (21H) and tritium (31H)

Uranium-235 nuclides plus high-speed neutron that
are slowed down

Conditions

Very high temperature and plasma (ionized gas)

Requires critical mass and high-speed neutrons

Reaction products

Few or no radioactive particles formed (unless a Produces highly radioactive particles
fission ‘trigger’ is used, radioactive particles will
result from that)

Type of reaction

Fusion reaction (not a chain reaction)

Fission chain reaction

Energy released

Several times greater that energy from fission
reaction per unit mass

About a million times greater than chemical energy
per unit mass, but lower than energy released by
nuclear fusion

Energy production

Fusion is an experimental technology for
producing electrical power

Fission is used in nuclear power plants

■■ Nuclear power
The principle of the nuclear reactor is controlled nuclear fission. A nuclear reactor
consists of: a fissionable material as nuclear fuel, such as uranium-235; a moderator
(graphite or heavy water) to slow down the neutrons; circulating coolant to
remove heat from the reactor, used to boil water and drive turbine generators and
control rods of boron steel or cadmium capable of absorbing neutrons.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
20 In the neutron-induced fission
reaction of 235
U, one of the
92
products is 95
Rb, three neutrons
37
and another nuclide are also
produced. Identify the other
nuclide.
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■■ Plutonium and breeder reactors
A breeder reactor is a nuclear reactor that produces more fissile material than it
consumes. A naturally occurring sample of uranium contains a high proportion
of uranium-238, which does not undergo fission. Breeder reactors can also use the
waste from uranium processing plants and spent fuel from conventional fission
reactors and depleted uranium from nuclear weapons. In a breeder reactor this can
be converted (by bombardment with fast neutrons) to plutonium-239 which does
undergo fission.
238
92
1
0

U + 01 n → 239
U → 239
Pu + 2 −01e
92
94

n + 239
Pu → 90
Sr + 147
Ba + 3 01 n + energy
94
38
56

The problems associated with nuclear reactors and the methods of disposal of
nuclear waste are enumerated in Tables 24.13 and 24.14.
Table 24.13 Problems associated with nuclear power (fission reactors)
Health issues

Exposure to high levels of radioactivity in the core can cause radiation poisoning, sterility and increased risks of
cancer.

Thermal meltdown

If the chain reaction becomes uncontrollable or cooling systems malfunction, the core can overheat and fuel
rods may melt, causing highly radioactive material to escape into the environment if the containment vessel is
breached.

Nuclear weapons

Plutonium-239 from breeder reactors and uranium fuel could be enriched to 90% uranium-235 and used to
construct nuclear weapons.

Table 24.14 Radioactive waste
Low-level waste

High-level waste

Lower activity – usually contains radioisotopes with shorter half-lives. Higher activity – usually contains radioisotopes with longer half-lives.
Items that have been contaminated with radioactive material or
have been exposed to radioactivity in a nuclear power stations,
e.g. gloves, clothing and robot arms and from hospitals, medical
instruments and diagnostic agents.

For example, spent fuel rods which no longer contain fissionable
uranium-238.

May be stored on site until it has undergone significant decay, buried Stored in cooling ponds before being buried deep underground in
underground (near surface disposal) in individual concrete canisters thick concrete containers. It may also be fused with additives such as
or released in the sea and diluted.
silicon dioxide and aluminium oxide to form a glass (vitrification).

■■ Nuclear fusion
Nuclear fusion occurs when a hydrogen bomb is detonated, but such a rapid energy
release is unsuitable for a power station. Controlled nuclear fusion with hydrogen
isotopes, when feasible and economic, would give clean and safe power.
One fusion reaction under investigation is:
2
1

H + 12 H → 23 He + 01 n + energy

The fusion reaction generates a larger and more stable helium-3 nucleus in which
the binding energy is greater than hydrogen-2 (deuterium). The extra binding
energy is released as heat and kinetic energy. The reaction between deuterium and
tritium atoms to form helium-4 atoms and neutrons is also under investigation as
the basis for commercial fusion power.
Three main engineering problems in the development of this energy source have
been encountered.
n
n

n

NATURE OF SCIENCE
Reducing global warming will mean
using less fossil fuel and making more
use of renewable energy sources.
Unlike fossil fuels, no greenhouse
gases are produced when transferring
energy from nuclear fuel, although the
mining of uranium does generate some
greenhouse gases. A coal-fired power
station releases more radioactivity into
the environment than a nuclear power
station.

maintaining the very high temperature of 100 000 000 °C required for the
reaction
containing the plasma (highly ionized gas) at such high temperature – recent
experiments have involved the use of extremely strong magnetic fields (often
in the form of a torus (doughnut shape)
the containment vessel needs to be able to sustain neutron bombardment and
becomes heavily radioactive.
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Absorption spectra of stars
Absorption spectra are generated when electrons in a sample of low-pressure gas
are excited (thermally or electrically) and are promoted from lower energy levels to
higher energy levels. Each electronic transition absorbs energy and, in the visible
region, produces a sharp black line on the continuous spectrum of white light.
This absorption spectrum is the exact converse of the emission spectrum for the
same gas. You will be familiar with emission spectra from Topic 2. Each element
has its own unique emission spectrum (Figure 24.21) or absorption spectrum, and
these can be used to identify the element in our Sun or more distant star.
Hydrogen and helium atoms form approximately 99% of the Sun’s mass and
hydrogen is the most abundant element (75%) in the universe. When astronomers
analyse light from distant stars which are surrounded by cooler gases (at low
density), it results in the absorption spectrum of the gas consisting of sharp dark
lines in a continuous spectrum.
hydrogen

helium

Figure 24.21 Emission spectra of hydrogen and helium atoms

For light, the relationship between the energy of the photons and the frequency
hc
and wavelength is given by the expression E = hn = , where E is energy, l is the
l
wavelength, n is the frequency, h is Planck’s constant and c is the speed of light in
a vacuum.

24.4 Solar energy

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
21 A strong absorption line in the
helium absorption spectrum
occurs at a wavelength of
587.562 nm. Convert the
wavelength to a frequency (in
Hz), the energy (in joules) of one
photon of light of this frequency
and the energy of the light in
kilojoules per mole.

Essential idea: Visible light can be absorbed by molecules that have a conjugated
structure with an extended system of alternating single and multiple bonds. Solar
energy can be converted to chemical energy in photosynthesis.

Solar energy
n
n
n
n
n

n

n

Light can be absorbed by chlorophyll and other pigments with a conjugated
electronic structure.
Photosynthesis converts light energy into chemical energy:
6CO2 + 6H2O → C6H12O6 + 6O2
Fermentation of glucose produces ethanol which can be used as a biofuel:
C6H12O6 → 2C2H5OH + 2CO2
The energy content of vegetable oils is similar to that of diesel fuel but they are
not used in internal combustion engines as they are too viscous.
Transesterification between an ester and an alcohol with a strong acid or base
catalyst produces a different ester:
RCOOR1 + R2OH → RCOOR2 + R1OH
In the transesterification process, involving a reaction with an alcohol in the
presence of a strong acid or base, the triglyceride vegetable oils are converted
to a mixture mainly comprising alkyl esters and glycerol, but with some fatty
acids.
Transesterification with ethanol or methanol produces oils with lower
viscosity that can be used in diesel engines.
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Photosynthesis
Photosynthesis absorbs solar (light) energy from the Sun and, in plant leaves
in the presence of chlorophyll (inside chloroplasts), converts water and carbon
dioxide into carbohydrates and oxygen. The overall reaction occurs within
chloroplasts inside plant cells and can be written as a molecular equation:
6CO2 + 6H2O → C6H12O6 + 6O2
Glucose is the monomer from which all carbohydrates, such as sugars, starch and
cellulose, are made (via enzyme controlled condensation reactions) (Figure 24.22).
CH2OH
O H
H
OH

CH2OH
O

H

O

OH

HO
H

OH

OH

CH2OH
O
O

OH

OH

CH2OH
O
O

OH

OH

Expert tip
The basic molecular equation is a
simple summary of photosynthesis. It
is a series of enzyme-controlled steps,
many of which involve transfer of
electrons (redox reactions). Some of
these reactions take place in the inner
membrane of the chloroplast.

O
OH

Figure 24.22 Polymerization of glucose to form starch

Figure 24.23 summarizes the main points of photosynthesis from a biological
viewpoint.
■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION

energy from sunlight is trapped
by chlorophyll in green leaves

22 Write a balanced molecular
equation for photosynthesis. State
the type of chemical reaction that
occurs and state what is needed
in leaves for it to occur.

CO2 is taken
in by the plant
glucose is
produced
and is stored
as starch

O2 is given out
H2O is taken up from
the soil by the plant roots

Figure 24.23 Summary of
photosynthesis

The sunlight which reaches the Earth has a mixture of wavelengths, including
those which we ‘see’ as colours. These are the visible radiations that are needed for
photosynthesis. However, not all the colours of visible light are equally effective
for photosynthesis. Chlorophyll appears green because it strongly absorbs both red
and purple light (Figure 24.24).
647 nm

585 nm
orange

700 nm
400 nm

red

yellow

purple

green

575 nm

blue
424 nm

491 nm

Figure 24.24 Colour wheel from the IB
data booklet

The most abundant, and the most important, pigment for photosynthesis
is chlorophyll a. Chlorophyll structures are shown in Figure 24.25. These
chlorophylls are associated with proteins inside chloroplasts.
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Expert tip

O
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OCH 3
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C

CH 3

CH 2 (CH 2 CH 2
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CH 2) 2 CH 2 CH 2

CH
CH 3

The four nitrogen atoms in
chlorophyll are part of a complex
conjugated porphyrin ring, a flat
heterocyclic structure. A heterocyclic
compound or ring structure is a
cyclic compound that has atoms with
two or more different elements as
members of its ring.

Figure 24.25 Structure of chlorophyll a (the shaded methyl group, –CH3, is
replaced by an aldehyde group, –CHO, in chlorophyll b)

Chlorophyll is a complex molecule, but you will see that it contains a central
magnesium ion bonded to four nitrogen atoms. The bonding is similar to that in a
complex ion.
The structure of chlorophyll is related to its biological function:
n
n
n
n

The long ‘tail’ of chlorophyll a is lipid soluble (non-polar) and is embedded
within the inner chloroplast membrane.
The ‘head’ is hydrophilic (polar) and may also lie within the surface of the
membrane.
The flat ‘head’ allows overlap of p orbitals to form a conjugated system
responsible for the absorption of light.
Changes in the energies of the delocalized π electrons in the flat ‘head’ section
of the chlorophyll molecule enable it to absorb red and blue light very strongly,
making it appear green in colour.

Photosynthesis can be divided into three stages:
1 absorption of light energy
2 using light energy to start photochemical redox reactions
3 reducing carbon dioxide to glucose (this does not require light).
Chlorophyll a is involved in the first two stages.
Photosynthesis is a redox reaction. Two half-equations can be written to
summarize the reactions of water and carbon dioxide molecules:
2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e− 		

(oxidation)

This reaction requires light and is known as photolysis.
4e− + 4H+ + CO2 → CH2O + H2O		

(reduction)

This reaction does not require light and requires a biological reducing agent,
which acts as a source of hydrogen atoms.

■■ Absorption of light by molecules
In order to absorb light in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum
the molecule must contain a long, conjugated system. Pigments such as the
chlorophylls, carotenoids, e.g. beta-carotene, and hemoglobin, contain an
extensive conjugated system of delocalized π electrons and can absorb light
throughout the visible region of the spectrum. The conjugated system of the betacarotene molecule is highlighted in red in Figure 24.26.
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Figure 24.26 Structure of beta-carotene (the orange pigment in carrots)

The beta-carotene molecule has a large delocalized π molecular orbital located
above and below the plane of the ‘head’ of the molecule formed from the sideways
overlap of p orbitals on carbon atoms. It is this π system which is responsible for
the intense orange colour of carrots. Similar delocalized π bond formation occurs
in the ‘head’ of the chlorophyll molecule between alternating carbon and nitrogen
atoms. A benzene ring is also a conjugated system.
When radiation is shone onto a sample of ethene molecules one of the π electrons
in the π bonding molecular orbital may be excited to a higher energy level called a
π* (anti-bonding π molecular orbital) (Figure 24.27).
The energy needed to promote the electron to this higher energy level
corresponds to a photon of a specific frequency or energy. For most π bonded
molecules, these photons are in the ultraviolet region, so there is no effect on the
visible light region, and a sample of the molecules is colourless.
However, as more conjugated π bonds are added, the energy of the photons
absorbs falls, as the π* energy levels decrease in energy (Figure 24.28). This means
that the wavelengths absorbed increase until they appear in the visible region.
Therefore, molecules with large conjugated systems absorb visible light, making
them coloured.

π∗

C

C

C

C

π∗

Figure 24.27 π → π* transition in a
carbon–carbon double bond

p*

Energy

p*
p*
p*
p

p

p

p

Increasing delocalization of electrons
in p orbitals of conjugated alkenes

Figure 24.28 The effect of increasing conjugation on the pi energy gap
between the π and π* molecular orbitals

Table 24.15 shows some examples of maximum absorption wavelengths (λmax)
for a series of organic molecules with increasing amounts of conjugation or pi
delocalization.
Table 24.15 Showing λmax for a series of organic molecules
λmax /nm

Molecule

Colour

Ethene

175

Colourless (absorbs in ultraviolet region)

Buta-1,3-diene (2 conjugated C=C bonds or 4 p orbitals in
conjugation).

217

Colourless (absorbs in ultraviolet region)

Hexa-1,3,5-triene (3 conjugated C=C bonds or 6 p orbitals in
conjugation).

258

Colourless (absorbs in ultraviolet region)

β-Carotene (11 conjugated C=C bonds or 22 p orbitals in
conjugation)

approximately 450

Orange (absorbs blue-violet light)

Chlorophyll a (24 p orbitals in conjugation)

approximately 650

Blue-green (absorbs red light)
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Figure 24.29 shows the molecular orbital description of the buta-1,3-diene
molecule. There is a delocalized pi bond (molecular orbital) extending over four
carbon atoms.

H

C

H

C

C

C

H

H

H

H

C

C

C

C

Expert tip
H
H

Figure 24.29 The overlap of four separate p orbitals on four adjacent carbon
atoms leads to a delocalized pi orbital

Conjugation is completely broken
by the introduction of a saturated
or sp3 hybridized carbon atom.
The molecule below contains four
carbon–carbon double bonds, but it
is not conjugated.

Amount of absorption

A spectrometer can be used to measure the quantity of light absorbed by the
pigment at each wavelength. The recorder plots out the intensity of absorption
against the wavelength (Figure 24.30).

400

chlorophyll a
chlorophyll b

450

500

550
600
Wavelength/nm

650

700

Figure 24.30 Absorption spectra of chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b

Biofuels
A biofuel is defined as any fuel whose energy is obtained through a process of
biological carbon fixation. A biofuel is derived from organic material. Biofuels are
typically made using oils extracted from energy crops such as palm oil, sugar cane,
corn and rape seed.

■■ Bioethanol
Bioethanol is ethanol produced by the fermentation of starchy or sugar-rich crops,
including sugar cane, wheat, sorghum and corn. Modern car engines are able to
run on a 10% bioethanol/petrol blend without modification or damage.
The production of bioethanol is a multi-step process, involving both physical and
chemical conversions. It starts with grinding of the plant material, to produce a
fine powder. The powder is mixed with water to form a mash to which an enzyme
(amylase) is added which hydrolyses the liquefied starch into glucose.
Yeast (a single-celled fungus) is able to ferment (via a mixture of enzymes known
as zymase) the glucose, forming ethanol and carbon dioxide gas. This process
forms the basis of beer and wine making. The process can be simplified as:
C6H12O6 → 2C2H5OH + 2CO2

Common mistake
Biofuels are not fossil fuels. Fossil
fuels are produced by geological
processes from prehistoric biological
remains.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
23 In Brazil, ethanol is mixed with
petrol and the mixture used as
fuel. Explain why ethanol and
petrol mix. Suggest a reason
why ethanol is not used on its
own as a fuel.

100% ethanol can be produced by fractional distillation. Bioethanol production is
relatively inefficient since only about 30% of sugar cane is available for fermentation.

■■ Biodiesel
Biodiesel refers to alkyl ester fuels made by processing feed stocks such as vegetable
oils including: soybean oil, canola oil and palm oil, animal fats (tallow) and even
waste cooking oils.
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These oils cannot usually be used as a fuel in diesel engines without
processing. The energy content of vegetable oils is similar to that of diesel fuel,
but they are not used in internal combustion engines as they are too viscous
(too thick).
The production of biodiesel involves three stages: purification, neutralisation and
transesterification.

Common mistake
Such use (or when vegetable oils are
mixed directly with diesel produced
from crude oil without processing)
is not normally regarded as being
biodiesel.

The purification process involves filtering especially if the oil has come from a
food production source, such as waste oil. Any non-oil material and water must
also be removed at this stage, so as not to interfere with following stages of the
process.
The feedstock is then analysed to determine the level of free fatty acids present.
Free fatty acids are long chain carboxylic acids used to synthesize triglycerides (fats
and oils) in plants and animals.
The analysis allows the quantities required to complete the transesterification
reaction to be calculated. If the levels of free fatty acids exceed 4%, they then
undergo a pre-treatment in which they are converted to esters via an acid
catalysed reaction with an alcohol. For example:
R1COOH +
free fatty acid

R2OH

H2SO4

→

alcohol

R1COOR2 +

C3H8O3

ester

glycerol

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTIONS

R1 and R2 refer to alkyl groups and glycerol is propane-1,2,3-triol.
The transesterification reaction forms the alkyl esters derived from the original
triglyceride (Figure 24.31).
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Figure 24.31 Transesterification of a triglyceride with methanol, producing
methyl esters and glycerol

Transesterification with ethanol or methanol produces oils with lower viscosity
that can be used in diesel engines. The reaction is an equilibrium system, so
conditions have to be controlled to ensure maximum yield of alkyl esters. A
temperature of 50 °C, a strong base catalyst and the addition of excess alcohol
all combine to shift the reaction in favour of the products. The result is a yield
of over 90%.

24 A triglyceride is formed from the
following three fatty acids (in
condensation reaction):
capric acid, CH3 (CH2) 8 COOH,
eurcic acid, C22H42O2, linoleic
acid, C17H31CO2H
Deduce the number of carbon–
carbon double bonds in each of
the three fatty acids and state
the level of saturation.
25 State the products of the
following acid-catalysed
transesterification reactions:
CH3COOCH2 (CH2) 8 CH3 + CH3 OH
and CH3COOCH2CH2OCOCH3 +
2CH3OH
26 Transesterification reactions
allow waste cooking oils from
kitchens to be converted to
biofuels. Identify a reagent
and catalyst needed for this
conversion.

Expert tip
Transesterification is the process of exchanging the alkyl group R´´ of an ester
with the alkyl group R´ of an alcohol.

■■ Advantages and disadvantages of biodiesel and

diesel
The advantages and disadvantages of biodiesel compared with diesel are
summarised in Table 24.16.
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Table 24.16 Advantages and disadvantages of biodiesel compared with diesel
Advantages

Disadvantages

High flash point – less flammable than diesel;
safer in a crash. (The flash point is the lowest
temperature at which a liquid can form an
ignitable mixture in air near the surface of
the liquid.) Perform well as fuels, under most
conditions. Higher octane rating.

More viscous (thicker) than diesel (due to
presence of dipole–dipole forces), even
when converted to methyl esters – requires
pre-warming.

Lower carbon footprint – amount of
carbon dioxide is the same, but carbon
dioxide was absorbed by growing plants
(via photosynthesis). The combustion of
diesel introduces carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere, that was not present before.

Slightly lower energy content than diesel.
Uses agricultural resources and farming
land resulting in increased food prices and
monoculture.

More easily biodegradable (by bacteria) in the
event of a spill. Free of sulfur, so no emission
of sulfur dioxide and hence no contribution
to acid rain. Also extends the life of catalytic
converters.

The production of biodiesel from raw
materials is more expensive than the
production of diesel from crude oil (via
fractional distillation).

Sustainable/’green’/environmentally friendly/
renewable – the raw materials can be grown
using solar (light) energy from the Sun as the
source.

Biofuels may contain a higher percentage
of nitrogen than diesel and other fossil fuels
and hence release larger amounts of oxides
of nitrogen (NO and NO2), when burned.
This will contribute to acid rain.

A good solvent – cleans the engine and
reduces the need for maintenance except for
filter replacement.

Dirt cleaned from engines tends to clog fuel
filters and causes cars to stall. It can also
dissolve paint and protective coatings.

Expert tip
Biofuels are described as carbon
neutral, meaning the carbon atoms in
the molecule of the biofuel originally
were present in the atmosphere
in the form of carbon dioxide
molecules. These carbon atoms
re-enter the atmosphere as carbon
dioxide molecules when the fuel is
combusted. There is no overall change
in the amount of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere. However, this is a
simplistic view and fails to take account
of the carbon dioxide production
involved in the transport of feedstock,
biofuel production and distribution.

24.5 Environmental impact –
global warming
Essential idea: Gases in the atmosphere that are produced by human activities are
changing the climate as they are upsetting the balance between radiation entering
and leaving the atmosphere.

Environmental impact – global warming
n

n
n
n

Greenhouse gases allow the passage of incoming solar short wavelength
radiation but absorb the longer wavelength radiation from the Earth. Some of
the absorbed radiation is re-radiated back to Earth.
There is a heterogeneous equilibrium between concentration of atmospheric
carbon dioxide and aqueous carbon dioxide in the oceans.
Greenhouse gases absorb IR radiation as there is a change in dipole moment as
the bonds in the molecule stretch and bend.
Particulates such as smoke and dust cause global dimming as they reflect
sunlight, as do clouds.

Introduction – the greenhouse effect
The temperature of the Earth depends on the amount of solar energy received, the
proportions absorbed by the Earth or reflected back into space, and the extent to
which the atmosphere retains the thermal energy.
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There is a natural steady state ‘greenhouse effect’ due to the presence of molecules
of water vapour, methane and carbon dioxide as greenhouse gases found naturally
in the atmosphere.
The greenhouse effect (Figure 24.32) is the trapping of heat in the atmosphere.
Short wavelength ultraviolet and visible radiation passes through the atmosphere
to warm the Earth’s surface which absorbs some of the energy and re-radiates it as
infrared radiation of longer wavelength.

rate of energy transfer
from Sun to Earth

rate of energy transfer
from Earth to space

rate of energy transfer
from Earth to Sun
(greatly exaggerated)

rate of energy transfer
from space to Earth
(greatly exaggerated)
these transfer processes play little part
and we will ignore them in what follows

Figure 24.32 The greenhouse effect of the Earth’s atmosphere

This infrared radiation from the Earth is absorbed by the greenhouse gases,
water vapour, methane and carbon dioxide and re-radiated back to Earth.
Thus, greenhouse gases allow incoming solar radiation to reach the Earth, but
absorb some of the heat radiated from the Earth, thus maintaining the global
temperature (Figure 24.33).
Sun’s visible, infrared
and ultraviolet radiation
passes through the
atmosphere

some is
reflected back

some of the infrared
radiation is absorbed by
greenhouse gases
and then re-emitted,
warming the atmosphere
and the Earth’s surface

atmosphere

Earth’s surface
warms up

the warm Earth
radiates back the
Sun’s energy as
infrared radiation

4-bromophenol

Figure 24.33 The different types of radiation involved in the greenhouse effect

Expert tip
Water vapour makes the largest contribution to the greenhouse effect and plays
an important role in maintaining the atmospheric temperature at night when the
surface is emitting radiation into space and not receiving energy from the Sun.
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Northern hemisphere:
departures in temperature (°C)
from the 1961 to 1990 average

Global warming is the gradual increase in the average global surface temperature.
There is strong evidence to suggest that global warming is taking place and
has increased rapidly since the Industrial Revolution. Surface land and ocean
temperature records exist for more than a century and analysis of ice cores, tree
rings and lake sediment allow temperatures over many thousands of years to be
estimated (Figure 24.34).
year-by-year data from thermometers

0.6
0.4
0.2

year-by-year data from tree rings,
corals, ice cores and historical records

0.0
−0.2

Expert tip

−0.4
−0.6
1000
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1200
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2000

Year
Figure 24.34 Variations in the Earth’s surface temperature

Without the greenhouse effect,
the surface temperature of Earth
would be approximately −18 °C. The
greenhouse effect keeps the average
temperature of the Earth at about
15 °C.

The major greenhouse gases introduced into the environment are methane and
carbon dioxide (Table 24.17). Their effect on global warming depends on their
concentration in the atmosphere, their lifetime in the atmosphere and their
ability to absorb infrared radiation. The global warming potential is a measure of
the global warming caused by the gas in 100 years, relative to the same amount of
carbon dioxide which is given a value of 1.
Table 24.17 Two major greenhouses gases compared
Gas

CH4(g)

CO2(g)

Main sources

Anaerobic decomposition of
organic matter; from ruminant
animals (cows and sheep
by bacterial breakdown of
cellulose), rice paddies, crude
oil and gas fields

Combustion of
fossil fuels; forest
fire, volcanoes and
decay of animals
and plants

Concentration in air/ppm

1.75

380

% increase in concentration each
year

12

50–200

Global warming potential

23

1

Atmospheric life time/years

12

50–200

Atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases have increased significantly since
the Industrial Revolution in the 18th century. Carbon dioxide concentrations
have increased by 25% and methane concentrations have increased by 145%.
The atmospheric concentration of methane is relatively low, but it is 30 times
more effective than carbon dioxide (on a molecular level) at absorbing infrared
radiation. However, methane has a short average atmospheric life time.

Expert tip
It is important to differentiate
between the natural greenhouse
effect, which is essential for life to
exist, and the enhanced greenhouse
effect. This is the additional effect
caused by the anthropogenic
(man-made) emissions and believed
by many scientists to be making
a significant contribution towards
causing global warming and climate
change.

Greenhouse gases and global warming
Many of the greenhouses gases (except the CFCs and SF6) have natural sources
in addition to man-made (anthropogenic) sources. The concentration of carbon
dioxide in unpolluted air has risen steadily on an annual basis over the past 50
years (Figure 24.35). The peaks correspond to the winter months and the troughs
to the summer months.
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overall trend
seasonal variation of CO2
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Figure 24.35 Atmospheric carbon dioxide levels recorded at Mauna Loa,
Hawaii, 1957–2005

During this same recent time period average global temperatures have generally
increased (except during periods of intense volcanic activity). Past measurements
of carbon dioxide and temperature (Figure 24.36) suggest that the link between
temperature and carbon dioxide is complicated. Methane and other greenhouses
gases, such as N2O, O3, CFCs and SF6, also contributes to global warming and
small particles in the atmosphere called aerosols can cause cooling. Variations in
solar energy and hence global temperatures are caused by the orientation of the
Earth as it moves around the Sun.

+4
Temperature relative to
present climate /°C

3
0
2
–4
1
–8

Relative CO2 and
methane concentrations

high

low

–12
400

300
100
200
Thousands of years before present

Key:
temperature
CO2
methane
There is a decline in both
temperature and greenhouse
gas concentration during
glacial periods (1) and a rapid
rise during deglaciation (2).
The climate has been
relatively warm and stable
during the last 10 000
years – the Holocene
interglacial period (3).

0

Figure 24.36 The three types of data recovered from the Vostok ice cores
over 400 000 years of Earth history

n■ Water vapour
The source of water vapour is largely a natural one. It comes from the evaporation
of water from oceans, lakes and plants.
It does not trap as much heat as carbon dioxide as it is a poorer absorber of
infrared radiation. However, owing to the sheer quantity of water vapour in
the atmosphere, huge amounts of heat are trapped and it is the most important
greenhouse gas.
Human activity does not contribute to water vapour levels in the atmosphere
to any significant extent due to the activity of the water cycle. It is naturally
occurring and it exists in huge quantities. Water vapour has the largest natural
effect but is of less concern than carbon dioxide since its concentration is not
increasing with time.
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However, the effect of water vapour in contributing to the greenhouse effect is
difficult to predict. As greater amounts of other greenhouse gases accumulate,
increased heating will cause an increase in the amount of water vapour due to
evaporation, resulting in a larger quantity of water vapour, hence an increased
greenhouse effect. This is an example of a potential positive feedback loop.
However, the increased evaporation results in cooling on the surface of the Earth
as water absorbs energy to evaporate. The larger amount of water vapour in the
atmosphere also causes more clouds to form. The clouds will reflect mores sunlight
back into space, resulting in cooling.
NATURE OF SCIENCE
In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stated that
‘Most of the observed increase in global average temperatures since the
mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic
(man-made) greenhouse gas concentrations. It is likely that there has been
significant anthropogenic warming over the past 50 years averaged over each
continent (except Antarctica)’.

■■ Carbon dioxide
There are essentially three approaches to reducing emissions of carbon dioxide
(‘carbon emissions’): replacing fossil fuels with carbon-neutral biofuels (see
24.4 solar energy); the use of renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaic
technology, or the use of carbon capture and storage, which prevents the carbon
dioxide formed from entering the atmosphere.
Examples of carbon capture and storage techniques are:
n
n
n

injecting carbon dioxide as a supercritical liquid deep into oceans
storing carbon dioxide in deep geological formations
reacting carbon dioxide with metal oxides to form metal carbonates.

Carbon dioxide dissolves and reacts with water by the following series of successive
reactions:
CO2(g) ⇋ CO2(aq) (heterogeneous equilibrium)
CO2(l) + H2O(l) ⇋ H+(aq) + HCO3−(aq)
HCO3−(aq) ⇋ H+(aq) + CO32−(aq)
Adding these equations gives an overall equation:
CO2(g) + H2O(l) ⇋ 2H+(aq) + CO32−(aq)
Application of Le Châtelier’s principle predicts that an increase in atmospheric
carbon dioxide will lead to a greater amount of carbon dioxide dissolving in the
oceans. This results in a decrease in pH (increase in H+(aq) concentrations) which
reacts with the calcium carbonate present in the limestone of coral reefs:
CaCO3(s) + 2H+(aq) → Ca2+(aq) + CO2(g) + H2O(l)
The excess carbonate ions precipitate out as limestone (mainly calcium
carbonate). The reverse reaction would occur if atmospheric levels of carbon
dioxide fell.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
27 Explain the effect of decreasing
concentrations of atmospheric
carbon dioxide on the pH of the
oceans, including equations in
your answer.

Effects of global warming
Global warming causes the temperature of the sea to rise, which causes polar ice
caps and glaciers to melt. This physical expansion of ocean water causes flooding
of low-lying areas. Global warming also leads to unpredictable changes in weather
patterns around the world, which is termed ‘climate change’.
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The mechanism of absorption of
infrared radiation by greenhouse gases
Different covalent bonds have different strengths due to the masses of different
atoms at end of the covalent bond (which behaves like a spring). As a result
they vibrate at different frequencies. The frequency of vibration can be found by
detecting when the molecules absorb infrared radiation.
Molecules (at temperatures above absolute zero) have atoms that are constantly
vibrating relative to one another – the covalent bonds may be lengthening
or shortening (stretching), or the bonds may be bending and the bond angle
changing.
Each of these molecular vibrations has a resonance frequency, called the vibration
frequency, associated with it. The energies of molecular vibrations known as
vibrational energies, are quantized, that is, they have certain allowed values.
When these molecules at lower vibrational energy level V1 absorb radiation of
a certain frequency the molecules will be promoted (Figure 24.37) to a higher
or excited vibrational energy level V2. The energies absorbed by covalent
bonds correspond to the energies in photons of the infrared region of the
electromagnetic radiation.
V2
IR radiation
energy absorbed
V1

Figure 24.37 Vibrational excitation

However, the molecules in the higher vibrational energy level V2 will undergo a
transition and return to the lower vibrational energy level V1 (Figure 24.38). The
extra energy is released back to the surroundings and part of the energy will be
radiated back towards Earth, which heats it.
V2
IR radiation
energy absorbed
V1

Figure 24.38 Vibrational de-excitation

■■ Greenhouse gases
Not all gas molecules absorb infrared radiation. Gas molecules, polar and nonpolar, are constantly vibrating (and their bonds behave like elastic springs). When
the molecules vibrate, the bonds can stretch and bend (if the molecule has three
or more atoms). The stretching and bending bonds may or may not result in a
change in the dipole moment of the molecules.
If there is a change in dipole moment, the molecule in that vibrational mode
will absorb infrared radiation and is described as IR-active. If the same molecule
undergoes a different vibrational mode that does not result in a change in dipole
moment, then the molecule in that vibrational mode is not IR-active.
Some molecules are not always IR-active, for example, N2 and O2, while others
are always IR-active, for example, HCl. There are some other molecules which
exhibit some vibration modes that are IR-active while other vibrational modes are
IR-inactive.
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■■ Water
The water molecule has two O−H bonds that behave independently. Both bonds
can stretch symmetrically or asymmetrically, resulting in a change in bond length,
but not bond angle (Figure 24.39). The water molecule can also bend, resulting
in a change in bond angle, but with bond lengths unchanged (Figure 24.40). All
three vibrational modes are IR active.
symmetric stretch
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δ O δ+
H
H

δ+
H

2δ–
O

δ+
H

δ+
H

dipole moment becomes
smaller as the hydrogen atoms
move closer together

δ+
H

dipole moment becomes
larger as the hydrogen atoms
move further apart
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Figure 24.39 Stretching modes of water
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Figure 24.40 Bending modes of water

■■ Carbon dioxide
Its vibrational modes are symmetric stretch, asymmetric stretch and bending and
of these three vibrational modes, only the symmetric stretch is IR-inactive. The
dipole moment remains zero.
δ–

O

2δ+

C

dipoles cancel
δ–
2δ+ δ–

δ–

O

O

C

O

carbon–oxygen bond
lengths decrease

δ–

O

2δ+

C

δ–

O

carbon–oxygen bond
lengths increase
dipole moment remains zero

Figure 24.41 Symmetric stretching of carbon dioxide

The asymmetric stretch and bending modes result in a change in the molecular
dipole moments and those vibrational modes of the carbon dioxide molecule are
IR-active.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
■■ Methane

28 Sketch diagrams to show the IR-active modes of CO2.
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■■ Methane
The vibrational modes of methane are more complex than carbon dioxide’s due to
it tetrahedral shape, resulting in more IR radiation absorbed, hence trapping more
heat.
Unlike carbon dioxide, methane has two bending vibrational modes. One is IRactive while the other is not. Here are the two IR-active vibrational modes.

Particulates
Particulates (solid particles) suspended in the air can have the opposite effect to
greenhouse gases: global ‘dimming’. They cool the Earth’s surface by scattering the
short wave infrared radiation from the Sun and reflecting it back into space. The
droplets and ice particles in low-level clouds are also involved during the day time
in reducing ground temperatures.
Atmospheric particles originate from soil dust, spray from oceans forming salt
particle, biological debris and volcanic dust. The release of sulfur dioxide from
volcanic eruptions can lead to the generation of particles containing sulfate
ions. Some airborne particles originate from fuel combustion, cars and industrial
processes. The lowering of average global temperatures during the 1940s and
1960s has been attributed to increased volcanic activity during these periods.

C–H asymmetric
stretching

Figure 24.42 Two IR active
vibrational modes of methane

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
29 Explain how greenhouse gases
are thought to cause global
warming.

24.6 Electrochemistry,
rechargeable batteries
and fuel cells
Essential idea: Chemical energy from redox reactions can be used as a portable
source of electrical energy.

Electrochemistry, rechargeable
batteries and fuel cells
n

n
n
n
n

n

n

asymmetric
C–H bending

An electrochemical cell has internal resistance due to the finite time it takes
for ions to diffuse. The maximum current of a cell is limited by its internal
resistance.
The voltage of a battery depends primarily on the nature of the materials used
while the total work that can be obtained from it depends on their quantity.
In a primary cell the electrochemical reaction is not reversible. Rechargeable
cells involve redox reactions that can be reversed using electricity.
A fuel cell can be used to convert chemical energy, contained in a fuel that is
consumed, directly to electrical energy.
Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are a possible sustainable energy source using
different carbohydrates or substrates present in waste waters as the fuel.
RT
ln Q, can be used to calculate the
The Nernst equation, E = E1 −
nF
potential of a half-cell in an electrochemical cell, under non-standard
conditions.
The electrodes in a concentration cell are the same but the concentration of
the electrolyte solutions at the cathode and anode are different.
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Introduction
A voltaic (galvanic) cell acts as a simple battery. The free energy of an exothermic
chemical reaction is converted into electrical energy. Such a cell, usually, consists
of two electrodes immersed into one or more suitable electrolytes. When the
electrodes are connected externally (via wires), a spontaneous chemical reaction
occurs in the cell. The electrode at which oxidation occurs is the anode; the
electrode at which reduction occurs is called the cathode.
A (galvanic) cell (Figure 24.43) consists of two electrodes, one of which acts as
the cathode and one of which acts as the anode. Each electrode along with the
electrolyte is known as a half-cell and the reactions that occur at the half-cell are
termed the half-cell reactions.
electron flow (current)
through external circuit

electrolyte
positive ions
(cations)

oxidized
metal
metal atom or
lower oxide

negative ions
(anions)

The mass of the active material in
the electrode of a cell is important
since the number of electrons
moved around the external circuit is
a measure of how much work can
be done before the reaction reaches
equilibrium and the cell is discharged.
Substances of low molar mass have
an advantage.

Expert tip

V

positive plate
(cathode)

Expert tip

negative plate
(anode)

oxidized
metal

metal atom

electrolyte (mobile ions)
case

A battery consists of two or more
voltaic (galvanic) cells connected in
series to make up a battery of cells.
This is the correct meaning of the
term ‘battery’. However, the term
‘simple battery’ may refer to a single
voltaic (galvanic) cell.

I

R internal

electromotive force

Figure 24.43 Structure of a generalized voltaic (galvanic) cell
V

The maximum voltage provided by a voltaic (galvanic) or fuel cell is known as its
electromotive force. The migration of the ions within the electrolyte of the battery
takes a finite amount of time. There are other factors which also affect how fast
the ions migrate through the battery, such as temperature. This results in internal
resistance (Figure 24.44) and the voltage (cell potential) delivered by a battery is
smaller than the electromotive force. Consequently, the maximum work that a
battery can do is dependent on the design and construction of the battery.

Figure 24.44 Internal resistance of a
cell (I represents an electric current)

Types of cells
Primary cells produce electricity via a redox reaction which is not readily
reversible. After they are discharged or ‘flat’, the cells are no longer useful as they
cannot be recharged.
Also known as secondary cells, rechargeable cells produce electricity through
a redox reaction which is readily reversible. The reversible reaction is not
spontaneous and requires an external power source for the battery to be charged.

Power, voltage and current
The power, P, generated by a battery is measured in watts (W) and is calculated as
the product of the voltage V and the current I in amps:
P=V×I
However, since V = I × R (Ohm’s law), where R represents the electrical resistance:
V2
P = I2 × R and P =
R
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Larger batteries (of the same type) deliver more power because, although
their voltage is unchanged, the maximum current they can deliver increases
proportionally. The total energy E (in joules) generated by a battery is calculated
as the product of the power, P, in watts and time, t, in seconds:
E=P×t=V×I×t
A larger battery, containing more chemicals, will be capable of generating power
for a longer period of time. Many commercial batteries express their total energy
content using non-SI units, most commonly kilowatt-hours (kW h).
By combining two cells in series the voltage can be doubled (but the current
unchanged). A lead–acid car battery consists of six cells connected in series.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
30 Describe the difference between
voltage and power for a battery
and identify the factors that
affect the voltage and the
power of a cell.

Primary cells
■■ Carbon–zinc dry cell
The common dry cell (Figure 24.45) contains an aqueous paste of ammonium
chloride and powdered manganese(IV) oxide as the electrolyte. The positive
electrode (cathode) is made of a graphite rod (often with a brass cap) and the zinc
casing is the negative electrode (anode). A porous separator acts as a salt bridge to
allow ions to migrate. It also prevents the two electrodes touching and causing a
short circuit.

brass cap

When the cell is discharging, electrons flow from the zinc anode to the graphite
cathode. Oxidation occurs at the anode (negative electrode):

graphite electrode
porous separator

Zn(s) → Zn2+(aq) + 2e−

paste of ammonium
chloride and zinc
chloride

Reduction occurs at the cathode (positive):
MnO2(s) + NH4+(aq) + e− → MnO(OH)(s) + NH3(aq)

manganese(IV) oxide

where MnO(OH) is manganese(III) oxyhydroxide.
The ammonia molecules then react with the zinc ions to form the soluble complex
ion [Zn(NH3)4]2+(aq), which prevents a build-up of ammonia gas within the sealed
battery. In addition to having to replace the battery when it is ‘flat’, it has a poor shelflife and the acidic ammonium ions can corrode the zinc casing. The voltage is 1.5 V.

protective coating
zinc electrode

Figure 24.45 Carbon–zinc dry cell (in
cross section)

Rechargeable batteries
■■ Lead–acid storage battery
The commonest storage or secondary cells are lead–acid cells used in car batteries
and back-up lighting systems. These electrochemical cells are rechargeable because
the chemical changes at the electrodes are reversible. The electrochemistry of
lead–acid cells involves lead in three oxidation states: 0, +2 and +4.
In a fully charged lead–acid cell, the negative electrode (anode) consists of lead
metal. The positive electrode (cathode) consists of lead coated with lead(IV)
oxide. The electrodes dip into a solution of moderately concentrated sulfuric acid
(6 mol dm−3) and these are the electrode processes as current flows and the battery
discharges:
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At the negative electrode:
Pb(s) + SO42−(aq) → PbSO4(s) + 2e−; E 1 = +1.69 V
At the positive electrode.
PbO2(s) + SO42−(aq) + 2e− → PbSO4(s) + 2H2O(l); E 1 = −0.36 V
The overall reaction is:
Pb(s) + PbO2(s) + 4H+(aq) + 2SO42−(aq) → 2PbSO4(s) + 2H2O(l); E 1cell = 2.05 V
The equation helps to explain why the cell is rechargeable. As a current flows
from the cell lead(II) sulfate, a solid with a low solubility is produced at the surface
of both electrodes. This traps the lead(II) ions on the electrode surface instead of
their dissolving in the sulfuric acid electrolyte. When the current is reversed to
charge up the cell the two reaction can be reversed, turning lead(II) ions back to
lead metal (lead atoms) at one electrode and back to lead(IV) oxide, PbO2, at the
other (Figure 24.46).
a
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Figure 24.46 A lead-acid cell a discharging and b charging

As sulfuric acid is consumed during the discharge reaction, the density of the
electrolyte can be measured using a hydrometer to indicate the state of the battery.
The charging process can lead to a side reaction involving electrolysis of water
molecules to release hydrogen and oxygen gases. Hence, non-sealed car batteries
need occasional topping up with distilled water.
A lead–acid car battery consists of six lead–acid cells joined in series producing
12 V and able to supply large currents. The disadvantages of lead–acid batteries
are their low energy density (60–110 KW h) due to the presence of lead and
environmental concerns related to sulfuric acid and lead, a heavy metal.

n QUICK CHECK QUESTION
31 One reaction that occurs in a
lead–acid battery involves the
conversion of lead(IV) oxide into
lead(II) sulfate.
a Write a half-equation for the
reaction that occurs on the
surface of the electrode.
b State and explain whether this
reaction occurs at the negative
or positive electrode.

n■ Nickel–cadmium (NiCad) battery
Rechargeable nickel–cadmium (NiCad) batteries are used in portable electronic
and electrical devices. They have a cell potential of 1.2 V. The positive electrode is
made of nickel oxyhydroxide which is separated from the negative electrode made
of calcium hydroxide. The electrolyte is aqueous potassium hydroxide and during
discharge the following reactions occur:
Cathode: 2Ni (OH)2(s) + 2H2O(l) + 2e− → 2Ni(OH)2(s) + 2OH−(aq)
Anode: Cd(s) + 2OH−(aq) → Cd(OH)2(s) + 2e−
The overall reaction during discharge is:
2NiO(OH)(s) + Cd(s) + 2H2O(l) → 2Ni(OH)2(s) + Cd(OH)2(s)
This process is reversed during charging. One of the disadvantages of NiCad
batteries is that cadmium is an extremely toxic heavy metal and needs to be
recycled.
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■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
32 The nickel–cadmium cell is a common rechargeable cell. The two electrodes
are nickel and cadmium. The chemical reaction that takes place in the
nickel–cadmium cell can be represented as:
2NiO(OH)(s) + Cd(s) + 2H2O(l) ⇒ 2Ni(OH)2(aq) + Cd(OH)2(aq)
a Write down the half-equation for the reaction at the cathode and anode
respectively.
b Explain why the Ni-Cad cell can be recharged.

■■ Lithium ion battery
Handheld devices and laptop computers often use lithium ion batteries (Figure
24.47). The negative electrode is made of graphite and lithium atoms are
intercalated between the layers. They release electrons to the circuit and migrate
to the graphite electrode through a gel polymer electrolyte. The lithium ions
accept electrons within a cobalt(IV) oxide lattice to form cobalt(III) oxide and
lithium oxide.
Lithium ion batteries have a higher energy density (amount of energy per unit
mass) than Ni-Cad batteries and produce a higher voltage, 3.6–4.2 V, but they do
not have such a long lifespan.
device powered
by the battery

electron flow in
the external circuit

e–

e–
Li+
Li+

Li+
Li+

Li+
Positive electrode
Layer lattice of CoO2 into
which Li+ ions can move

2CoO2(s) + 2e– + 2Li+

from
electrolyte

Polymer electrolyte
with Li+ ions

Co2O3(s) + Li2O(s)

Negative electrode
Carbon (graphite) with a layer
lattice containing lithium atoms

2Li

2Li+

from
electrode

in
electrolyte

+

2e–

Figure 24.47 Schematic diagram of a lithium-ion polymer battery showing the battery discharging. The electrode
processes are reversible so that the battery can be recharged

The advantages of different
types of secondary cells
When selecting a cell or battery for a particular use the following issues (see Table
24.18) may need to be considered:
n
n
n
n
n
n

whether or not the cell can be recharged
the dimensions and mass of the cell
the voltage of the cell
the chemical and physical nature of the electrolyte
how long the cell can deliver current at its maximum voltage, and
the cost of the cell.
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Table 24.18 The advantages and disadvantages of different types of cell
Lead–acid battery

Advantages

Disadvantages

Very well-established technology.

Low power-to-mass ratio. Suitable for small, slow electric
vehicles such as golf carts, but not higher-performance
vehicles.

Ability to deliver high current essential for
vehicle applications (starter motor, ignition
system).
Battery can be recycled and lead re-used.
Low internal resistance.

Nickel–cadmium battery

Lithium ion battery

Not suitable for fast recharging, because it leads to
electrolysis of water or break-up of the lead(II) sulfate layer,
which shortens the battery life.
Possibility of damage if left ‘flat’ for too long, owing to
crystallization of lead(II) sulfate.

High number of charge–discharge cycles
possible (thousands).

Cadmium is a heavy metal highly toxic so batteries must be
disposed of carefully.

Long storage time – can retain a charge ‘on
the shelf’ for months.

Memory effect – if the battery is not discharged fully it
‘remembers’ the lower-charge state and will not fully charge
on subsequent cycles.

High energy density – lithium ion batteries
are light and powerful.

Manufacturing flaws or battery damage can lead to thermal
runaway and the battery catching fire.

Minimal memory effect – lithium ion
batteries are more tolerant of incomplete
charge–discharge cycles.

Sensitive to higher temperatures

Fuel cells
Fuel cells are different from batteries and the lead–acid battery because the
substances from which they obtain electrical energy are continually fed into the
system (as gases or liquids). As long the fuel and oxygen continue to be supplied
the cell will continue to generate a voltage.
The first fuel cell to be developed used hydrogen and oxygen as reactants
(Figure 24.48). The negative electrode is porous graphite coated with nickel and
nickel(II) oxide. The function of the nickel and its oxide is to act as act as catalysts
for the reactions that occur on the surface of the electrodes. The electrolyte that is
in contact with both electrodes is aqueous potassium hydroxide (if an alkaline fuel
cell) or phosphoric(V) acid (if an acidic fuel cell).
electric motor
in car

electrons

oxygen
(O2) in

hydrogen
(H2) in
H+ ions

H2 out

O2 out
electrolyte
NaOH(aq)

negative
electrode

platinum
catalyst

water
out
positive
electrode

Figure 24.48 An alkaline
hydrogen–oxygen fuel cell
providing power to drive a car
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Hydrogen gas is supplied to the negative electrode. Its molecules diffuse through
the graphite and react with hydroxide ions to form water molecules:
2H2(g) + 4OH−(aq) → 4H2O(l) + 4e−
Oxygen gas is supplied to the positive electrode. Its molecules diffuse through the
graphite and react to form hydroxide ion:

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
33 Suggest the advantages and
disadvantages of a hybrid power
system car versus an all-electric
hydrogen fuel cell car.

O2(g) + 2H2O(l) + 4e− → 4OH−(aq)
Adding the two electrode reactions together (and cancelling electrons and
hydroxide ions) the overall reaction can be generated:
2H2(g) + O2(g) → 2H2O(l)

Methanol fuel cells
Hydrogen is a flammable gas that must be stored under pressure. Methanol, which
is a liquid at room temperature and pressure, is easily stored and transported.
Methanol can be stored in sealed cartridges which have an energy density far
higher than hydrogen or even lithium ion batteries.
Methanol fuel cells use the catalytic oxidation of methanol to form carbon
dioxide. The electrode reactions are:
Anode:
CH3OH(l) + H2O(l) → 6H+(aq) + 6e− + CO2(g) (oxidation)
Cathode:
3/2O2(g) + 6H+(aq) + 6e− → 3H2O(l) (reduction)
Overall reaction:
CH3OH(l) + 3/2O2(g) → CO2(g) + 3H2O(l) (redox)
Methanol fuel cells use platinum as a catalyst at both electrodes, which
contributes to the high cost of these cells. Although convenient, methanol fuel
cells produce carbon dioxide (greenhouse gas) and methanol vapour is flammable.

Proton-exchange membrane fuel cells
Proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells are currently in development.
They replace the platinum electrodes with a very thin polymer membrane (i.e.
a plastic film) into which much smaller amounts of platinum or other catalysts
are embedded. The membrane needs to allow protons to flow through it with
minimal resistance, while preventing electrons from passing through. It must also
be impermeable to the gases entering the cell.

Thermodynamic efficiency of fuel cells
ΔG
, which is the
This is given by the expression, thermodynamic efficiency =
ΔH
ratio of the Gibbs free energy change to the enthalpy change.
The Gibbs free energy change, ΔG, may be calculated by using ΔG = −nFE 1cell
and ΔH measured or calculated from enthalpies of formation.
Fuel cells have relatively high values of thermodynamic efficiency in the order of 80%.

Microbial fuel cells
A microbial fuel cell typically uses waste water containing organic compounds,
which are acted upon by bacteria to generate electricity. Instead of using inorganic
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catalysts such as platinum to enable the redox reactions, instead the cell taps
into the electron transfer chains within the microorganism, using the microbe’s
biochemical pathways to catalyse the reaction.

■■ Design of a microbial fuel cell
Like a hydrogen–oxygen fuel cell, the microbial fuel cell consists of two
compartments separated by a membrane. At the anode, bacteria oxidize the
organic substrate, generating carbon dioxide molecules, hydrogen ions (protons)
and electrons. These enter the external circuit whilst the protons pass through the
membrane (Figure 24.49). At the cathode, the protons combine with electrons and
oxygen molecules, forming water molecules.
external circuit

electrons
e–

incoming fuel
waste water

electrons
e–
incoming O2

bacteria
H+
protons

outgoing CO2

waste water
anode

PEM
or salt bridge

waste water
cathode

outgoing H2O

Figure 24.49 Microbial fuel cell

One particular reaction that shows promise is the use of the bacterium strain
Geobacter sulfurreducens to oxidize ethanoate ions completely.
Anode:
CH3COO − + H2O → 2CO2 + 5H+ + 6e− (oxidation)
Cathode:
3/2O2 + 6H+ + 6e− → 3H2O (reduction)
Overall reaction:
CH3COO− + H+ + 3/2 O2 → 2CO2 + 2H2O
Microbial fuel cells offer a number of advantages: they produce useful energy from
an organic waste product; they also help to clean up waste water by removing
organic pollutants, and they decrease the demand for expensive metal catalysts
such as platinum (see Table 24.19).
Table 24.19 Comparison of chemical and microbial (biological) fuel cells
Chemical fuel cell

Microbial (biological) fuel cell

Catalyst

Noble (unreactive) metals

Bacteria/enzymes

pH

Acidic solution, pH <1

Neutral solution, pH 7.0–9.0

Temperature

> 200 °C

Room temperature, 25 °C

Electrolyte

Often phosphoric(V) acid

Phosphate solution

Capacity

High

Very low

Efficiency

40–60%

Over 40%

Fuel type

Methane, methanol, etc.

Any carbohydrates and hydrocarbons
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Nernst equation
■■ Generalized
Consider a copper/silver voltaic (galvanic) cell made up from a silver electrode in
contact with silver(I) ions and a copper electrode in contact with copper(II) ions.
The ionic reaction occurring is:
Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) ⇌ Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s); E 1 cell = +0.46 V
If the concentration of silver(I) ions is increased the equilibrium shifts to the right
and the voltage of the cell increases. However, if the silver(I) ion concentration is
decreased the equilibrium shifts to the left and the voltage of the cell decreases.
Application of Le Châtelier’s principle gives a qualitative explanation.
Figure 24.50 shows a linear relationship between the cell voltage and the
logarithm of the silver(I) ion concentration (at a constant temperature of 298 K).
0.5

0.46 V

Ecell\V

0.4

Ecell

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
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–7

–6
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–4
log [Ag+]

–3

–2

–1

0

Figure 24.50 The effect of concentration and temperature on the value of
the cell potential can be deduced using the Nernst equation

For the generalized case of a redox system:
Ox + ne− ⇌ Red
where Ox is oxidized form and Red is the reduced form.
RT
Ox
ln
E = E  1 +
nF
Red
or
RT
Q
E = E1 +
nF
where Q is the reaction quotient, E represents the cell voltage under non-standard
conditions, R represents the gas constant (8.31 J mol−1 K−1), F the Faraday constant
(96500 C mol−1), T the absolute temperature (in kelvin, often 298 K) and n
represents the number of electrons transferred.

■■ For a metal/metal ion system
Mn+(aq) + ne− ⇌ M(s)
RT
Mn+(aq)
ln
nF
M(s)
In these circumstances, the concentration of a pure solid, [M(s)], is taken as 1.
E = E  1 +

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
34 Calculate the cell voltage (emf)
at 298 K for the reaction:
Zn(s) + Cu2+(aq) → Zn2+(aq) +
Cu(s)
if [Cu2+(aq)] = 5.00 mol dm−3 and
[Zn2+(aq)] = 0.050 mol dm−3.

Concentration cells
As the concentration affects the electrode potential of a half-cell, this means that
it is possible to generate a cell voltage using two electrodes of the same material,
and the same electrolyte, but at different concentrations (Figure 24.51).
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copper dissolves
from anode

Cu is oxidized to
Cu2+ making this
half-cell more
concentrated

–

electron flow

0.01 mol dm–3 CuSO4

+

1 mol dm–3 CuSO4

copper plates
onto cathode

Cu2+ is reduced
to Cu making
this half-cell
more dilute

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
salt bridge

Figure 24.51 A copper concentration cell

In such cases, the standard electrode potential E 1cell equates to zero, as this would
have both electrolytes at 1 mol dm−3. However, when the two concentrations are
changed, a measurable voltage is produced.
For concentration cells at 298 K, the Nernst equation takes the form:
C
E = 0 0257 ln 2
C1
n
where C2 and C1 represent the concentrations of electrolyte in the half-cells
containing the anode and cathode.

35 a State the difference between
a concentration cell and a
standard voltaic cell.
b A galvanic cell has two
half-cells each with nickel
electrodes. One cell has a
[Ni2+(aq)] = 1.00 mol dm−3
and the other has [Ni2+(aq)] =
0.001 mol dm−3. Calculate the
cell potential (emf) for this cell
at 298 K.

24.7 N
 uclear fusion and
nuclear fission
Essential idea: Large quantities of energy can be obtained from small quantities of
matter.

Nuclear fusion and fission
■■ Nuclear fusion
n

The mass defect (Δm) is the difference between the mass of the nucleus and
the sum of the masses of its individual nucleons.

n

The nuclear binding energy (ΔE) is the energy required to separate a nucleus
into protons and neutrons.

■■ Nuclear fission
n

n
n
n

n

The energy produced in a fission reaction can be calculated from the mass
difference between the products and reactants using the Einstein mass–energy
equivalence relationship E = mc2.
The different isotopes of uranium in uranium hexafluoride can be separated,
using diffusion or centrifugation causing fuel enrichment.
The effusion rate of a gas is inversely proportional to the square root of the
molar mass (Graham’s law).
Radioactive decay is kinetically a first order process with the half-life related to
2
the decay constant by the equation l = ln .
t½
The dangers of nuclear energy are due to the ionizing nature of the radiation
it produces which leads to the production of oxygen free radicals such as
superoxide (O2•), and hydroxyl (HO•). These free radicals can initiate chain
reactions that can damage DNA and enzymes in living cells.
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Introduction
Nuclear energy allows the transfer of large amounts of energy from small
quantities of matter (see Section 24.1). This makes it a very important part of
global energy sources, now and in the future.

■■ Review of concepts from Section 24.3
The mass defect (Δm) is the difference between the mass of the nucleus and
the sum of the masses of its individual nucleons (protons and neutrons). The
energy produced in a fission reaction can be calculated from the mass difference
between the products and reactants using the Einstein mass–energy equivalence
relationship E = mc2. The nuclear binding energy (ΔE) is the energy required to
separate a nucleus into its individual protons and neutrons. The binding energy
per nucleon is the nuclear binding energy divided by the number of nucleons. The
higher the value, the more stable the nucleus. The unified atomic mass unit (amu)
is equivalent to exactly 1 of the mass of a carbon-12 atom.
12

■■ Calculating the energy released during fusion and

fission reactions
The difference in the mass of nuclei of the parent nuclides (‘reactants’) and
daughter nuclides (‘products’). The small amount of ‘lost mass’ is converted to
energy according to the Einstein mass–energy equivalence relationship, E = mc2.

■■ Graham’s law
Given a specific temperature and pressure, gases will move (diffuse or effuse)
faster if their molar mass is low and slower if their molar mass is high. This is true
because their kinetic energy is the same but lighter gases need to travel at greater
velocities.
Graham’s law states that the rate of effusion of an ideal gas is inversely
proportional to the square root of the mass (or density) of its gaseous particles
(atoms or molecules). Effusion is the process in which a gas escapes through a
small hole.
Mathematically, the relationship can be written as:
÷ molar mass of B
rate of diffusion of gas A
rate of diffusion of gas B = ÷ molar mass of A
or
rate of diffusion of gas A ÷ density mass of B
rate of diffusion of gas B = ÷density mass of A
Graham’s law can also be used to find the approximate molar mass of a gas if one
gas is a known species, and if there is a specific ratio between the rates of two
gases. Graham’s law is the basis for separating 235U from 238U found in uranium ore
by diffusion.
Worked example
If equal amounts of helium and argon were placed in a porous container and
allowed to escape (through the pores), deduce which gas will effuse faster, and
how much faster.
r1 = rate of effusion of helium, let it be set as x
r2 = rate of effusion of argon, let it be set as 1
r1 = ÷ Mr2 ; x =÷ 39.95 ; x = 3.16 × faster
r2
1 ÷ 4.00
÷M
r1
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Worked example
If the density of hydrogen is 0.090 g dm−3 and its initial rate of diffusion is 5.93
times greater than chlorine, then deduce the density of chlorine at STP.
r1 = rate of diffusion of hydrogen, this is 5.93 times greater than that of chlorine
r2 = rate of diffusion of chlorine, let molar mass of chlorine = x
r1 = 5.93 =
r2
1

x ; x = 71.03 g mol ;
√( 2.02
)
−1

71.03 g
= 3.13 g dm−3
22.7 dm −3 mol

Expert tip
Often the rate of effusion of one gas is given relative to the rate of effusion of
the other gas. That allows you to set the rate of effusion for one of the gases to a
numerical value of 1.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
36 An unknown gas diffuses four times as quickly as oxygen. Calculate the
molar mass of the gas and suggest the identity of the gas.

Extraction and enrichment of uranium
Uranium is mined as an ore (and contains uranium(IV) oxide). The ore is crushed,
processed and purified to uranium(IV) oxide (uranium dioxide). To allow an
enrichment process the uranium(IV) oxide is converted to gaseous uranium(VI)
fluoride by the following reactions:
UO2(s) + 4HF(g) → UF4(s) + 2H2O(l)
and
UF4(s) + F2(g) → UF6(g)
In mined uranium ore, 99.3% of nuclei are U-238 and 0.7% are U-235. Only U-235
is an effective fuel for nuclear fission, hence a process of enrichment must be
carried out separating the two isotopes. Since U-235 atoms are lighter than U-238
atoms, in gaseous uranium compound the molecules containing U-235 atoms will
diffuse slightly faster.
Diffusion of gaseous compounds (Table 24.20) can therefore be used to separate the
isotopes of uranium. Because molecules that are less dense tend to move towards
the inside when spun in a circle at very high speed, use of a high-speed centrifuge
(Table 24.20) is another way that uranium enrichment can be carried out.
Table 24.20 Gas diffusion versus gas centrifugation
Gas diffusion

Gas centrifugation

UF6 gas is forced at high pressure through
a container with walls made of a porous
membrane (Figure 24.52)

UF6 is pumped into a large centrifuge
spinning at high speed (Figure 24.53).

235

UF6 effuses through the pores slightly
faster (1.004 times) than 238UF6 due to
having a lower molar mass

The slightly heavier 238UF6 molecules move
towards the outside more than 235UF6

Effused gas is slightly richer in 235UF6 than
before enrichment

Gas slightly richer in 235UF6 found in the
centre of the centrifuge and pumped out into
a second centrifuge

Process is repeated hundreds of times with The process is repeated many times more to
effused gas to achieve enrichment of a few produce gas enriched in 235U by a few percent
percent
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Figure 24.52 Separation of uranium isotopes by diffusion

The properties of uranium hexafluoride, a molecular compound,
and uranium(IV) oxide, an ionic compound, are shown in
Table 24.21.

Figure 24.53 Gas centrifuge used for isotopic
separation of uranium

Table 24.21 Comparing the physical properties of uranium hexafluoride and uranium(IV) oxide
Uranium hexafluoride, UF6

Uranium(IV) oxide, UO2 [U4+ O2–]

White crystalline solid

Dark brown/black crystalline solid

Molecular solid

Ionic solid

Sublimes at 56 °C

Very high melting point (>2800 °C)

Strong polar covalent bonds between uranium and fluorine atoms

Strong electrostatic forces of attraction between highly charged
ions (some covalent character)

Weak London (dispersion) forces operating between octahedral
non-polar molecules in solid and liquid states
Small amount of thermal energy required to release molecules from
the molecular lattice in the solid state

A large amount of thermal energy required to release ions from
the ionic lattice in solid state

NATURE OF SCIENCE
Fully fluorinated compounds tend to have relatively weak intermolecular forces.
The weak London (dispersion) forces in solid UF6 could be thought of as being
‘anomalous’ relative to compounds of similar molar mass that are not fully
fluorinated, or relative to other U(VI) compounds.

Radioactive decay
Radioactive decay is kinetically a first order process, meaning half-life and activity
constant are related by the following equation:
t 1 = 0.693
2
k
If the decay constant, k, has unit of s −1, the expression will give the half-life in
seconds. Note that if the activity (decay rate) is large, the half-life is small, and
vice versa.
d[N]
= l[N]
This expression is obtained by integrating the following expression: −
dt
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Dangers of nuclear energy
Spent nuclear fuel rods and high-level nuclear waste will remain highly radioactive
for long periods of time. They will contain a mixture of radioisotopes that release
alpha particles, beta particles and gamma rays. Collectively, they are termed ionizing
radiation since they cause the formation of ions in air, water and living organisms.
Ionizing radiation, especially alpha particles (slow moving and heavy), have
sufficient kinetic energy to remove electrons and ionize molecules. The species
formed initially by radiation give rise to other products by secondary reactions.
Ionizing radiation can kill living cells by breaking DNA strands and damaging
enzymes or via the production of species, such as the hydroxyl radical, •OH, and
the superoxide ion radical, •O2.
These are both reactive oxygen species that can initiate chain reactions that can
damage the bases of DNA (especially guanine), phospholipids (in cell membranes),
unsaturated fatty acids and enzymes (in the cytoplasm) in living cells.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
37 a Draw the Lewis (electron dot)
structures of the superoxide
ion, hydroxyl radical and the
hydroxide ion.
b Explain why the first two
species are classified as
radicals.

24.8 P
 hotovoltaic and
dye-sensitized solar cells
Essential idea: When solar energy is converted to electrical energy the light must
be absorbed and charges must be separated. In a photovoltaic cell both of these
processes occur in the silicon semiconductor, whereas these processes occur in
separate locations in a dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC).

Photovoltaic and
dye-sensitized solar cells
n
n
n
n
n
n

Molecules with longer conjugated systems absorb light of longer wavelength.
The electrical conductivity of a semiconductor increases with an increase in
temperature whereas the conductivity of metals decreases.
The conductivity of silicon can be increased by doping to produce n-type and
p-type semiconductors.
Solar energy can be converted to electricity in a photovoltaic cell.
DSSCs imitate the way in which plants harness solar energy. Electrons are
‘injected’ from an excited molecule directly into the TiO2 semiconductor.
The use of nanoparticles coated with light-absorbing dye increases the
effective surface area and allows more light over a wider range of the visible
spectrum to be absorbed.

Conductivity in metals and
semiconductors
■■ Metals
Metals contain cations (positively charged ions) arranged in a giant metallic
lattice. The valence electrons are delocalized and are free to move carrying charge.
Metallic bonding is the strong electrostatic attraction between closely packed
positive metal ions and a ‘sea’ of delocalized electrons (the electron-sea model).
Metals are excellent electrical conductors because their delocalized valence
electrons are free to move (as an electric current: an ordered flow of electric
charge) through the lattice when a voltage (potential difference) is applied. The
electrons will flow from the negative electrode to the positive electrode (in the
external circuit). The electrical resistance of metals is due to collisions between
the electrons and the cations in the lattice.
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As the temperature increases, metal ions vibrate more vigorously and there
is a larger cross-sectional for the electrons to collide with and the electrical
conductivity decreases and resistance increases.
A more detailed and accurate model of describing metallic bonding is band
theory. Atomic orbitals from each metal atom interact to create a very large
number of orbitals delocalized over every metal atom (Figure 24.54). The
energy levels of these delocalized orbitals cover a range of energies called a band,
so that there is an orbital for any energy, as long as that energy is within the
band.
band
a 2 metal
atoms

b 4 metal
atoms

c n metal
atoms

Figure 24.54 The interaction of two atomic orbitals leads to two wellseparated molecular orbitals. The interaction of a large number (n) atomic
orbitals in the metal lattice leads to a band of n energy levels

For a solid to be able to conduct electricity and behave like a metal, a band must
be partially filled with electrons. If the band is empty, there are no electrons to
carry the current; if the band is full, there are no empty energy levels for the
electrons to move into.

■■ Semiconductors
A semiconductor is a solid with intermediate electrical conductivity between
that of a metal and an insulator (though closer to an insulator). Semiconductors
are able to conduct electricity better under particular conditions, such as
higher temperatures or in the presence of increased light intensity. Silicon is
the most well-known semiconductor and the main element in the electronics
and semiconductor industries. It has the same tetrahedral structure as diamond
(Figure 24.55), but the bonds are longer and weaker (due to the greater atomic
radius of silicon).
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Figure 24.55 Structure of silicon

Semiconductor resistance decreases as temperature increases. This is the opposite
behaviour to a metal. At higher temperatures more electrons are promoted to the
conduction band and are free to move (Figure 24.56).
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Figure 24.56 Bands in an insulator, semiconductor and conductor

Metals tend to have lower ionization energies than semiconductors (metalloids)
in the same period (due to their large atomic radii). This means it takes less
energy to remove electrons from metal atoms to generate delocalized electrons.
The atoms of semiconductors require more energy to be absorbed to ionize and
free the electrons.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
38 Write equations showing the
first ionization energies of
aluminium and silicon atoms and
state which atom has the lower
value.

■■ Silicon doping
The semiconductor silicon can be modified by doping in order to greatly increase
its electrical conductivity. This involves adding a small amount of another
element.
Adding a group 13 element, for example boron or indium; only three valence
electrons are supplied instead of four, creating positive holes (Figure 24.57) in
the valence band. Electrons are able to move into these holes and so electrical
conductivity increases. As the charge carriers are the positive holes, these
materials are called p-type semiconductors.
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Figure 24.57 Doping of silicon with indium atoms (p-type semiconductor)

Adding a group 15 element, for example, phosphorus, antimony or arsenic: five
valence electrons are supplied. Four are used in bonding and the fifth is promoted
into the conduction band increasing the electrical conductivity. As the charge
carriers are negative electrons, these materials are called n-type semiconductors
(Figure 24.58).
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■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
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Figure 24.58 Doping of
silicon with antimony
atoms (n-type
semiconductor)

–
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39 a Discuss the doping of silicon
to produce different types of
semiconductors.
b Describe how sunlight
interacts with semiconductors.

Photovoltaic cells
When an n-type and a p-type semiconductor are joined together a potential
difference is built up at the junction (between the two. A depletion layer is formed
from a conducting region by removal of all free charge carriers, leaving none to
carry a current.
When light (photons) hits the n-type semiconductor electrons are promoted to
the conduction band. These electrons are not able to move directly from the
n-type to the p-type, because the voltage across the p–n junction prevents this.
They must travel from the n-type to the p-type through an external circuit, and
this flow of electrons can be used to power an electronic device (Figure 24.59).
e–
sunlight

e–

e–

n-type
electron
flow in
solar cell

V

p-type

e–
electron flow in
external circuit

e–

Figure 24.59 A silicon-based
photovoltaic cell producing
electric current in an
external circuit

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs)
The dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) is an electrochemical solar cell where
light absorption occurs within dye molecules attached to a nanostructured
titanium(IV) oxide, TiO2 electrode.
Some DSSCs use plant organic dyes containing chromophores to mimic the
natural process of photosynthesis (although the plant’s system is a complex
enzyme-controlled system). The sunlight is absorbed by the dye like chlorophyll
molecules within chloroplasts do in green plants.
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The dye molecule absorbs sunlight and in the process excites an electron,
generating an excited state species. This excited state species of the dye can then
inject this excited electron into the conduction band of the TiO2 semiconductor
and in the process the dye molecule becomes oxidized.
This results in the conversion of sunlight into electricity. Electrons are then
transported to the current collector of the anode via diffusion. An electrical load
can be powered if connected. The complete circuit of the DSSC involves the
regeneration (by electron donation) of the oxidized dye.
An example of a dye used in a Grätzel DSSC is shown in Figure 24.60. It can be
seen that it has a series of delocalized pyridine ring systems. The nitrogen atoms
of the pyridine rings and thiocyanate ions, [SCN] − act as ligands (electron pair
donors). The ring system is complexed with a central ruthenium(II) ion. This dye
is able to absorb photons over a wide range of frequencies in the visible region, all
the way down to the red end of the spectrum.

3−

COO

COOH

N
N

SCN
Ru
SCN

SCN

N
COO

Figure 24.60 Ruthenium-based
organic dye (Black Dye)

A DSSC typically uses a mesoporous layer (pores of diameter between 2 and
50 nm) of the titanium(IV) oxide (TiO2) nanoparticles coated with a lightabsorbing dye. Very small nanoparticles (a large number per unit volume) are
used as this increases the effective surface area-to-volume ratio the dye can be
adsorbed on and allows light over a wider range of the visible spectrum to be
more efficiently absorbed. DSSCs have the potential to be highly economical in
comparison to commercial silicon photovoltaic solar cells.
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Figure 24.61 Energy flow in a DSSC

In a Grätzel cell (Figure 24.61), the anode is a transparent conductive oxide
(TCO) glass surface made of TiO2. The (negative electrode) anode attached to the
dye allows sunlight through the TCO and absorbed by the dye.
The electrons transferred (‘injected’) from an excited dye molecule enter directly
into the titanium(IV) oxide semiconductor and diffuse to the TCO anode. The
anode transfers the excited electrons through the external circuit to the (positive
electrode) cathode which is made of platinum (or graphite film). The dye is
surrounded by an electrolyte solution, usually iodide (I−) and tri-iodide (I3−) ions.
The process in the DSSC can be summarized (in a simplified form) as follows:
1 Excitation of the sensitized dye molecule (SD) by sunlight (photons): SD + hn →
SD* (dye molecule in the excited state). This is known as photo-excitation.
2 Oxidation reaction at the (negative electrode) anode and electron injection
into the anode:
SD* → SD+ + e−; SD+ is the oxidized form of the dye (on the TiO2 layer).
3 Reduction half reaction at the (negative electrode) platinum or graphite
cathode: I3− + 2e− → 3I−
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3I–

■■ Dye regeneration
The interconversion between iodide ions, I−/tri-iodide ions, I3−, allows iodide ions
to lose electrons to form tri-iodide ions; the oxidized dye accepts an electron to
regenerate the dye (Figure 24.62).
3I → I + 2e
−

−
3

−

SD+ + e− → SD

2e–

2e–
I3–

Figure 24.62 Summary of the
reaction involving iodine species in
a DSSC

It is the platinum counter electrode that promotes electron injection and results in
the first reduction of I3−.
The overall reaction is obtained by summing the half-equations at the anode and
cathode:
2SD + I3− → 2SD+ + 3I−
In a photovoltaic cell the absorption of light (photons) causes the movement
of electrons directly; in a DSSC the processes of absorption and movement of
electrons are separated (as they are in photosynthesis, see Section 24.4).

Advantages and disadvantages
of photovoltaic cells and
dye-sensitized solar cells
Table 24.22 Advantages and disadvantages of photovoltaic cells and dye-sensitized solar cells
Cell type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Silicon photovoltaic
cell

Well-established technology is manufactured
widely.

Efficiencies did not improve initially (until development of
tandem cells, where the spectrum is split and passed through
several solar cells each optimized to a different region).

Efficiency of silicon photovoltaics is usually still
higher – typically around 23% (and tandem cells
up to 48%).

Although economies of scale apply as they are widely made,
they are still relatively expensive owing to the cost of processing
silicon (but this is decreasing).
At high temperatures the silicon cells’ efficiency decreases. For
this reason they are often protected by a glass cover, which adds
cost and mass.

Dye-sensitized solar The early stage of development means that
cell
significant advances are still being made to
address the disadvantages of these cells. For
example, gel or solid electrolytes are under
development, which will remove the problem of
the electrolyte solution.
DSSCs do not require any complicated
manufacturing steps, and the dyes are cheap to
synthesize.

The electrolyte contains potentially harmful volatile organic
compounds.
The electrolyte solution also makes the cell less resistant to
temperature changes. At low temperatures it can freeze, which
shuts the cell down. At high temperatures it can expand, causing
sealing problems.
(Newer cells have moved away from this and now use solid state
electrolytes or organic electrolytes and not iodide/triiodide.)

DSSCs are typically less efficient than silicon-based cells, at
The dyes are more effective at capturing sunlight around 11%, although 20 % efficiency has been achieved (with
even at low light levels, whereas silicon cells need perovskite DSSCs).
a minimum light intensity to work effectively.
They are more useful for ‘low-density’ applications such as
rooftop solar panels, where physical size can be slightly larger
with no real disadvantage.

■ QUICK CHECK QUESTION
40 a Explain the operation of a Grätzel DSSC that contains an organic dye
molecule on the surface of a titanium(IV) oxide semiconductor that is in
contact with an electrolyte containing iodide ions.
b Explain the importance of nanotechnology in its construction and its
advantage over silicon-based PV cells.
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